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(Tag

VARIABLE FIXED ,1ELD CONTENTS TABLE

-The indicator will not be used with this field

Element Name of Fixed Length

NuODer Data 4ementt

Number of Character Post-
Characters ttan in Fiel4

1. Number of Entries in Record 3 1-3

Directory (p. 51)
2. Date Entered on File (p. 51) 6 4-9
3. Type of Publication Date Code 1 10

(p. 52)

4. Date 1 (p. 52) 4 11-14

5. Date 2 (p. 52) 4 15-18

6. Country of Publication Code 3 19-21

(p. 56)
7. Illustration Codes (p. 56) 4 22-25
8. Intellectual Level Code (p. 58) 1 26

9. Form of Reproduction Code (p. 59) 1 27
10. Form of Content Codes (p. 59) 4 28.31

11. Government Publication Indicator 1 32
(p. 60)

12. Conference or Meeting Indicator 1 33
(p. 61)

13. Festschrift Indicator (p. 61)' 1 34
14. Index Indicator (p. 61) 1 35.

15. Win Entry in Body of Entry 1 36
Indicator (p. 61)

16. Fiction Indicator (p. 62) 1 37
17. Biography Indicator (p. 62) 1 38

18. Language Code (p. 62) 3 39 1



SAMPLE LiaRkRY OF CONGRESS CARD IN THE MkRC II FORMAT

Leader Record Directory

0001600192 030000600252

260001200351 261001400363 300002100

650001300435 655001400448

1LC Card Number !Fixed Fields

WS64 8616)Y Y w 015 101167 S19650Y NYU AV ),S irS
$YW 000lloollIN

IClass Numbers Main Entry Title

800 W PN45$.G68 y i Grace illiamYJoseph 4 ,1910- y 1)IS Responset4

Imprint

1 terature $ebyzAfilliam4LYGrace. J
a NewStork , 'j$J McGraw-Hill y

r1965

Collation !Note

yy ix 43026.021yem. yi Bibliography:6*85-289.

'Subject Tracings

- 4 e

14, Literature 14Y Philosoplly. y XY Literature y ' Terminology. %

y 1.= Field Terminator = Record Terminator

...01".°00110.11



SUMMARY OUTLINE OF THE MARC II FCRMAT
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LANGUAGE

0 LC CALL MEER

MA/N ENTRY
(Personal Neme)

10 (Corporate Name)
11

120 (Corporate Mims
wIth Form SUbbeading)

130 ',Uniform,. Title Beedillg)

200 mum( TITLE

2 0 ROKINIZED TITUS

240 TITLE STATEMENT

1 mausam
*Mk 1.11.

DigastELIEZIA

Multilanguage

Translation

Book in Ln
Bobk Nbt in LC

LaLlaksz
0
1

0
1

Main Entry Not Subject Main Entry is SUbject

Forename
Single Surname

hultiple Surname
Name of Family

Surname (inverted)
Place, or Place + N*114

Name (direct Order)

0
1

2
3

0
1

2

0

0

MUMS hOTES
400 (Personal Author/title)

410 (Corporate Author/title

41 l

110,

Series Untraood or Traood Differently)

SUBJECT ADM ENTRIES
(personal)

610 (Corporate)
631

OTHER MOOED ENTRIES
(Personal)

7in (Corporate)
111

(Corporate with ?arm &Waimea:1)

Utiform Title

BOXES ADDED
(Pereccel Author i

0 te/Author/title)

ANR,.P

Not Printdd on LC Cards
Printed on LO Canis

NO Title Added Entry
Title Added Entry

No Title Added Entry
Title Added Entry

4
5
6
7

4
5
6

1

1

Publisher Not Main Entry

Publisher rlidasz

Author Not Naim Entry

Forename
Single Surname

Multiple Surname
Neme of Femily

Surnzae (inverted)
Place, or Place + Name

Name (direct order)

1

2
3

0
1

2

0
1

0
1

0
1

0
1

Series Nat Traced
Series Traced Differently

Author is Main Entry

4
5
6

7

5
6

0
1

Forename
Single Surname

Multiple Surname
Name of Family

Surnite (inverted)
Place, or Place + Name

Name (direct order)

Alternative
Forename 0

Siligle Su_name A
Multiple Surname

Name of FamAly

Surname (inverted)
Mee, or Plaae + Name

Name (direct order)

Forename
Single *mama

hUltiple Surneme
Name of Family

Surname (inverted)
Place, arPleoe + Name

1Vme Ldireot order)

0
A

0

Secondary

1

0
1

2
3

0
1

2

Analytical

a.

a.

2

0
1

3

0

2
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INTRODUCTION

The MARC (Machine-Readable Cataloging) Pilot Project was an
experiment to test the feasibility of distributing Library of Congress
cataloging in machine-readable form to a variety of users. This project
grew out of the conviction of many librarians that automation was becom-
ing necessary if libraries were to keep up with the rising tide of new
materials and the mounting demand for rapid information. Although there
were other library procedures which stood to profit from mechanization,
it was felt that devising a method of recording bibliographical informa-
tion in machine-readable form was basic to the solution of other problems.

There were a number of problems to be surmounted. Primarily,
there was no established machine format, and there was lack of agreement
among librarians as to what access points were needed in order to take
full advantage of an automated system.

As the largest distributor of cataloging information, the
Library of Congress was the obvious choice to develop an experimental
bibliographical format. Work began early in 1965, and in June of that
year the Library published the first draft of a format based on standard
LC cataloging practices and suggestions from experts throughout the library
field. This report was subjected to intensive review by both the Library
of Congress and the library community.

Interest spread, and a number of libraries expressed willingness
to participate in a pilot project to experiment in the use of machine-
readable cataloging data. Using such criteria as computer equipment
available, proposed utilization of cataloging data, geographical location,
and type of library, sixteen participants were selected. The first tapes
containing English-language titles with 1966 imprints were sent out in
November 1966. Since the end of the Pilot Project in June 1967, the
Library of Congress has moved into a new phase of development and test-
ing which should culminate in an operational distribution service in
1968. In the interim, the Library is continuing its tape distribution
to the original participants.



One immediate result of the distribution of the MARC tapes

has been stimulation of interest in the concept of library data trans-

mission. It has become evident that the MARG experiment has suggested

to the library community the possibility that individual libraries can

use a MARC-like system to contribute data from their own original

cataloging for the use of others. Libraries will not only receive data
from a centralized source like LC but also may send data, bringing the

long anticipated concept of a network of libraries that can create and

exploit a common data base much closer to reality.

Essential to such an exchange of data is a standardized
"communications format." It is recognized that each institution may
have an individualized local format tailored to its own needs. Many

kinds of machines will probably be used. But if an institution is to
send or receive data, only a single translation program should be neces-

sary to convert the local format from or to the communications format.

One of the most important aspects of the MARC Pilot Project
was the evaluation of the MARC I format. Having received a body of
feedback from the MARC participating libraries as well as from the
Library's MARC staff, the Library has used this material to design a
new MARC format that will better serve the library community. At the

same time we realized that the new MARC format should have enough
built-in flexibility to serve as the standardized communications format

for a wide variety of bibliographic data.

In March 1967, the MARC staff began work on a new format. The

following steps were followed in developing this format:

1. Collection of more precise information about the
data elements themselves, both as to the frequency
of occurrence and numbers of characters in a defined
element and/or field.*

*In order to satisfy this requirement the Information Systems Office of

the Library of Congress used a random sample collected in 1965 of recent

catalog cards. The Card Division Record Set of regular printed catalog
cards was the file from which the sample was drawn. The population was

restricted to cards issued for the years 1950-64. The sample size for

this period was 2224 cards. Before the design of the MARC II format,

the sample was updated by the same selection method as the original
1950-64 sample to include 1965 and 1966 giving a total sample size of

2524. This sample will be hereafter referred to in the report as the

Catalog Card Sample. For the statistical methods and mechanics by

which this sample was constructed see: Henriette D. Avram, Kay D.

Guiles, and Guthrie T. Meade, "Fields of Information on Library of
Congress Catalog Cards: Analysis of a Random Sample, 1950-1964,"

The Library Quarterly, 37:180-192 (April 1967).



2. Analysis and evaluation of all reports from MARC
participants and the Library's MARC staff.

3. Survey of machine formats for bibliographic data
which have been designed for library applications
in the United States and abroad and which have
relevance to the MARC system.

4. Consultation with the National Agricultural
Library and the National Library of Medicine.

5. Consultation with institutions which are active
in library systems development and with those
developing formats of their own.

6. Consultation with those departments of the
Library of Congress which will be involved in
the production of cataloging data or its use.

The communications format developed as a result of these pro-
cedures is designed to incorporate the following specifications:

1. Magnetic tape will be used as the storage and
transmission me0.ium. This does not preclude
the use of other media in the future.

2. Transmission of the data between institutions
will be accomplished by sending tape reels
through the mails. It will be possible,
however, to convert to other forms of trans-
mission in the future.

3. The format will be flexible enough to allow a
variety of local applications on a wide range
of hardware configurations. Some of the criteria
used to judge the flexibility and usefulness of
the format were as follows:

a. Printing--bibliographic data display in a
variety of forms (3x5 cards, book catalogs,
bibliographies, etc.)

b. Catalog division--e.g. personal names used
as author and subject may be filed together
in a separate catalog.

- 3 -



c. Informatior retrievali.e. retrieval of
data from any part of the record. Since

so little is known about how a biblio-
graphic record will be used in machine-
readable form for retrieval, it was only
possible to anticipate future applications.

d. Filing--e.g. indicating the type of name so
that similar headings can be arranged in a

logical order. (This problem is not com-

pletely resolved. The Library's Technical
Processes Research Office and the Information
Systems Office are now engaged in a joint

study of this problem.)

Publication of the format does not commit the Librar of

_Congress to include the explicit coding for all the data elements

described. At the present time the Library is reviewing the effect

of these coding procedures on_itscatanrocess, However, it
was felt that withholding the publication of the report would not be

in the best interests of the libraries that are engaged in planning

for automation. The structure and content of the format deurihal

in the following pages will be put into effect in the operational

MARC distribution system.



I. COMMUNICATIONS FORMAT



DEFINITIONS OF FORMAT TERMINOLOGY

Furl/tat

The term format shall be used to mean the structure,
content, and coding of a record. The structure will provide the
framework for incorporating both fixed and variable length fields
within the record. The structure will be oriented toward machine
processing effectiveness wherever possible, in addition to serving
as a common vehicle for transferring data from one point to another.

The content is the data recorded in these fields.

The coding is the digital representation of the character
set.

Data Element

A data element is a unit of information, e.g. pagination.*

Field

A field contains data elements. Each field is assigned
a name which represents the contents of that field, e.g. collation.
There are two kinds of fields: fixed and variable.

A :ixed field contains a data element which is
always expressed by the same number of characters.
For example, the date of publication may always be
expressed as four numeric characters:

1] 9 6

Languages could be expressed with a three-character
alpha code:

= English

*For the purpose of this report, the examples given will be those
found in a catalog record.

- 6



A variable field contains a data element, the

length of which cannot be predetermined. A

variable field may contain more than one data

element. In general, a data element will be

variable in length, in the same way as the field

which includes it, e.g. the collation is a vari-

able field, made up of three data elements:

pagination, illustrati..n, and size. Another

variable field could be place of publication,

which iG a single data element.

Record

A record is a collection of fields, treated as a unit.

The information on a catalog card constitutes one example of a record.

Tag

A iag is a label which identifies a variable field.

Example:

Indicator

010

/
Tag

= personal name, main entry

An indicator is a code which supplies additional information

about the field. The indicator will be physically located at the

beginning of the field. (For the purpose of examples, the indicator

will always be shown with the tag.)

Example: 1 0 0 1 = personal name, main entry single

surname

Tag Indicator

The indicator in the example given (surname) ciould be used for sort-

ing according to library filing rules. The kind of information con-

tained in an indicator can be quite different from field to field.

7



In contrast to the above example which contains filing information
associated with a personal name, the indicator for the title field

2 4 0 could show that this title will be given an added entry.

Example: 2 4 0 11 = Title--added entry
N,,/ \/

Tag Indicator

I)flinL itEr

A delimiter is a special symbol used for machine manipu-
lation to separate data elements within a field.

Example: Collation: 24p. illus.$23 cm.

The dollar sign is used in the above example as a delimiter
to separate the collation into subfields: pagination, illustrations,

and size.

Character Position

A character position is the location of a particular char'ic-
ter in a record when each character is numbered sequentially from ti.3
first character in the record.

Record Directory

A record directory is an index to the location of the
variable fields within the record. It is a series of fixed fields
(hereafter referred to as entries*) which contain the tags,
the length, and the starting character position of the fields.

(See page 15 for a description of the structure of the directoxy
in the communications format.)

*This use of the term "entry" is not to be confused with the biblio-
graphic meaning of entry.

- 8 -



Legend

-

A legend is a code associated with every record indicat-

ing the type of record. (See page 14 for a description of the

legend used in the communications format.) A record for a mono-

graph entered into a machine systew for the first time could have

the legend JAMS = Book, Monograph, in Series. The legend serves

to define the characteristics of the format used on that particular

record, i.e. the length of the fixed fields, the tagging scheme

employed, the definition of the data elements, etc.

RECORD TERMINATOR

A character used to terminate each record within a file.

FIELD TERMINATOR

A character used to terminate each variable field within

a record except the last variable field which is terminated by a

Record Terminator.

- 9



COMPUTER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Design Criteria

The philosophy underlying the development of the format was
the achievement of a structure that would have wide applicability
to all types of bibliographic data. The assumption was that it
was not possible to completely analyze and categorize data elements
for all kinds of material at this time. Therefore, the major goal
was the design of a format structured in such a way that it would
be hospitable to all kinds of bibliographic information. That is--
the structure of all machine records will be identical, but for any
given type of item, e.g. serials, maps, music, etc., the components
of the format may have specific meanings and unique characteristics.
In the work to date at the Library of Congress, the detailed analysis
and development of definitions and tags has been restricted to those
data elements which are found in the bibliographic description of
book materials. In the future, the Library plans to analyze and
identify data elements for other forms of material that are in its
collections.

Another goal was to develop a format which could be used
in a wide variety of computers to manipulate machine-readable biblio
graphic data. Thus, any user library would have to contend with onl
one format even though it might receive and/or transmit from or to
many sources.

Although the basic consideration in the design of the
format was the exchange function, consideration was also given to
features which would facilitate local library use of the records
without restructuring the format. These features were added on the
assumption that some libraries will restructure the record for local
use and others will manipulate the data as is. The experience in the
MARC Pilot Project cannot be considered conclusive. Limited evidence,
however, indicates that in most cases the MARC I record was restruc-
tured by those libraries having existing machine systems but was
accepted as designed by those libraries implementing systems for the
first time. It is difficult to design a record for optimal use for
all library functions. The designers of the format tried to take
into account many library activities and, therefore, had to consider
in their design the trade-offs necessary to satisfy the majority.

The analysis that preceded the preparation of the new format
also took into consideration in great detail both character and word
machines. All machines have their unique repertoire of instructions

- 10 -



for manipulation of data. Word machines may have 36 bit, 48 bit,

etc. word length. An additional complication is the use of assembly
language versus the use of higher level programming languages. To

satisfy most effectively the needs of the universe of computers and

programmers is indeed a formidable task, if not an impossible one.
However, insofar as possible, the format has been designed to include

ease of manipulation for both character and word machines and use of

different programming languages.



Ntructurt of romtnunications P'ormat

Tho comuunloationo format is schematically presented
w:

r-

,
Field 1
Lealr

T--

'

1

T

;

1

1

Field 3
Variable
Control
Numbor

1

i

Field
Directory

Field 4
Variable
Fixed
Field

Field n
Variable
Field

Field n+1
Variable
Field

I

act: reeoni will terminate with a record terminator.

LEA 1..--FIELD 1

Ehe leader will be fixed in length and will contain 12
characters. The number of characters in the leader was chosen to
satisfy the majority of fixed word length machines, i.e. 12, 24,

or '.!,8 bit word lengths, using either 6-bit or 8-bit character
coles. jince field ;"' is the directory and access to the directory
for manipulation is more difficult to accomplish in fixed word
machines, it is desirable to allow the user to be able to predeter-
mine by iniividual word length and code where the directory will
fall in the record. The following, although not exhaustive, demon-
vtrat2s the positioning the directory for a variety of word
machines:

Starting ,:haractim. Position Starting Character Position
Word Size of Directory for ri-bit Code of Directory for 8-bit Code

12 bits

24 bits

characters

6 ! 6

1 character

8

Most significant position'' Most significant position**
of 7th word in record of 13th word in record

4_characters

616i616I

Most significant position
of 4th word in record

3 characters

I 81818

Most significant position
of 5th word in record

*Most significant position is defined as the left-most character in
the word.

**In the examples, where the code, i.e. 6-bit or 8-bit, was not a
multiple of the size of the word, it was assumed that the remaining
bits would not contain data.
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Starting Character Position Starting Character Position

Wort Size of Directory for 6-bit Code of Director for 8-bit Code

36 bits

48 bits

6 characters

66616 6

4 characters

p 8 8 8 8

Most significant position Most significant position
of 4th word in recordof 3d word in record

8 characters

I

; 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
1

2d word in record*

6 characters

818i818 8 8

Most significant position
of 3d word in record

The leader will consist of three sections:

A. Record Lenp.th. The record length in the leader is the number

of characters in the logical record length** and will consist of

five numeric characters. This five figure number will include its

own five figures in the total record character count. The logical

record length will always be present in character positions 1-5:

Example: 0 0151401

1 2 3 4 5

It was determined that a five-figure logical record count was neces-

sary for those Institutions exchanging bibliographic data containing

abstracts. Records of this length are unusual in the bibliographic

description of monographs and serials by current cataloging methods.

However, to allow for expansion and to adhere to the premise that

the structure will be hospitable to the recording of all biblio-

graphic information, the five-figure logical record count was

considered to be necessary.***

*In the 48-bit word machine with 6-bit code, the directory would

begin in the 5th character of the 2d word.
**Logical record--the basic unit of information in a processing

system. The logical record contains all the fields necessary

to describe an item. In the communications format, the logical

record is 99,999 characters (maximum length).

***See Appendix V for a description of the relationship of the logical
record and the physical record on magnetic tape in the communications
format.
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B. Record Status. This single charpeter will iLdioate whether

the record is change-i, lele,tet, etc.

C. Legend. The function of the legend is to identify and describe

the record. The identification and description implies (1) the
content of the record, e.g. a book cataloged as a serial or manu-
scripts cataloged as a collection, (2) the components of the format

structure, i.e. the meanings an structure of the tags and indica-
tors, and (3) the hierarchical level, e.g. a book which Is part of
a series, etc.

Acting on the supposition that one format cannot encompass
all bibliographic records, the concept of the legend will bring all
various record types into a common frame of reference, each type
having a lee;end which will identify and describe it.

The legend will always be present and will have the same
number of characters in precisely the same character positions in
the leader, regardless of the type of data contained in the record.
The legend will occupy character positions 7-12.

The legend dill contain codes to represent the following:

Tharacter pcL,ition 7--Legend control
Character position 8--Type of record
Character positions 9-11--Hierarchical levels (as

many char.,ctJrs as rF?cessary are used--the

rest ...a ieft blank)

Character positio:1 '.2--Indicator count

Example: . 0 N 0 A A
J'A

3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Charaot,,:r po8ition 7--No legend extension
Character position 8Language materials Printed,

i.e. books
ilha-as!ter position `JJournal article
C,1-1,cter position 10--Serial entry
Character positions 11-Blank
Character position 12--2 indicators per

variable field

(See page 40 for a description of the contents and
definitions of the legend for monographs.)

**S=blank.

- 14 -
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F IELD .

7,he 1:Lrector i iefined as a series of fixed fields

hereafter referred o as onries which contain the tag, the

length, ani the starting position of each of the major data

categories in the variable fields, including the variable control

n:umber field and the variable fixel field. ,cince the number of

variable fields in a record cannot be predetermined, the direc-

tory, although composed of fixed fields, is variable in length.

That, is, there is an entry in the directory made up of a tag,

length, and starting character position of each major variable

field. However, the number of entries, i.e. tag, length, start-

ing character position, will vary from record '6o record.

Each entry (12 characters) in field (directory) is

composed of 3 subfields, fixed in length. The 12 characters

per entry are divided as follows: 3 for tag, 4 for length, and

5 for starting character position. A field terminator will be

included at the end of the directory.

It should be noted that e dirE:etory will be auto-

matically generated by computer program.

A. Tag. The tag is the identification of the data field. Depend-

ing upon the type of recorfi, the tag could identify type of datn

field and function of data field, i.e. personal name main entry.

Example: 1110101 = Persori name, main entry

Some portion of the tag could be maintained in 3tr!..0

numeric order to facilitate machine searching. If this portion

of the tag is kept in numeric sequence, a search for a specific

data element by tag can be halted when a "arger value of that

portion of the tag is reached. Thercfort2, it, would not be

necessary to exhaust the directory t'or each element cf data desired.

For example, in the monograph format, the tags could be maintainea

in a numeric order according to the first digit. A sequence might

be: 300, 490, 410, 418, 500. A search for tag 440 would cease

when tag 500 was reached.

- 15 -



L. ,ength. The lenrth in an entry is the length of that variable
ia7a which the entry ieseribes and will include in its count

total number of characters in the variable field (including
the indicators and the end-of-field mark). The count will nut
inAiAle itself.

If the length of a variable field should exceed the maxi-
mum lenth allowed, two entries will be made in the directory for
that field according to the following rule:

An entry will consist of tag, length, and starting
character position; but the length will be set to
0 zero) to indicate there is additional informa-
tion for the same field in the next entry in the
directory. The length 0 (zero) will imply the
maximum length allowed in that entry. The next
entry will contain Lhe same tag. However, the
length of the variable field will be that of this
new entry and the starting character position will
be that of the overflow data. For example, if
the length of a variaole data field is 1 01 00 charac-
ters and the maximln length for an entry in the
directory is 99q9, the entry in the directory for
this variable field would consist of two entries
which would be recorded as follows:

Entry Tag Length Starting Character Position

1 100 0000 00100
2 100 0101 10099

The length in entry 1 (where 0000 equals 9999) plus
the length in entry 2 (where 0101 equals 101) equals
the length of the variable field (10100).

Although the length of a variable field will rarely exceed
the maximum allowed for in the directory, this possibility must be
taken into consideration.

C. Starting Character Position. The starting character position in
the directory is defined as the location in the record of the first
character of a variable field.

- 16 -



1

11 V

7 8 9 10

Character positions 1-3 are the tag of the entry

Charqcter positions 4-7 are the length

Character positions 8-1:' are the starting character
positions of the data element
Identified by tag 100.

Mlaracter positionc 1-12 (12 characters) represent one

entry in the directory.

Having both n starting char-toter position and a length is

redundant since the length of a fieli can be computed by subtracting

the starting character position of field n from field n+1. However,

the advantages of the relundancy outweigh the additional characters

needed to contain the length of the field.

There are several advantages in using the directory

technique:

1. The variable field tags could be reordered in the

directory and regardless of the order, the directory will always

indicate the starting character position of the field. In addition,

the variable fields themselves could be reordered and the directory

modified to reflect the changes.*

2. The directory can be easily 4pdated to reflect addi-

tions to the variable data. In fact, data can be added to the

record and the directory updated without restructuring the contents

of the variable data.**

3. The directory provides a more efficient technique for

searching the variable fields to locate a specific data element. A

constant value, i.e. 12, the number of characters in a directory

entry, can be used to step through the directory, comparing the

desired tag against the tags in the directory. Thus, it is not

necessary to take into account the length of a variable field to

obtain the next field's tag when the comparison is unsuccessful,

as would be the case if the tag and length were to precede each

variable data field.

*See Appendix IV
**See Appendix III - 17 -



4. The directory can be discarded from the locally

maintainel format, if an institution does not wish to use it.

It can be automatically regenerated by an inspection of the

varLabie fields when converling lc) the communications format.

In lesigning a directory, a judgment must be made
corIcerning wUch data elements are considered major and should

have their own tags as opposed to which data elements are minor

and can be grouped together with one tag. In this context,

majlor means those elements that are frequently searchei for

independently while minor means those which are usually searched

for because of their relationship to another element. For

example, in the imprint, each data element--place, publisher,

and date--might be considered important enough to have an entry

in the directory. In the case of a personal name entry, the
date of birth woull be considered important only in connection
with the name and would not be given its own entry in the direc-

tory, In addition, the decision to include or exclude a data
element from the directory might be based on the length of the

data element itself. ghat is, it takes 12 character positions
to describe an entry in the directory, and the data element in

question might be less than 12 characters in length. There are

no rules to govern the makeup of the directory, and the designer
of the format for the particular type of data will have to

individually arrive at an optimum solution.

Therefore, it may become necessary to subdivide certain
data categories in the variable fields into subfields in order to

provide access to the individual data element. A delimiter will

be used for this purpose.

D. Conventions.

1. Tags 000 Nrariable control number), 001 (variable

fixed field), and 002 (legend extension) will never be reordered

in the directory or in the data. This will facilitate access ,o
these fields and determination of the end of the directory.

2. If tags are included in the directory even though
there is no corresponding data field, the length and the start-

ing character position for these tags will be 0.



VARIABLE CONTROL NUMBER FIELD FIELD 3

The control number is defined as a unique number assigned
to a record. For example, the Library of Congress catalog card
number is a unique number associated with each work for which the
Library of Congress makes a printed card. Because it is impossible
to predict the length of control numbers across all institutions for
all types of information, the control number will be in the first
variable field following the directory. The field is variable when
defined for the broad spectrum of machine-readable communications
formats. For any particular typ of record from an institution or
perhaps across institutions, Field 3 could be fixed in length. It

is recognized that the placement'of the control number in the first
variable field will necessitate additional steps to access the number
for sorting, merging, and matchi4. However, the location of the
control number given as the first entry in the directory makes this
a straightforward operation whil6 maintaining a format design general
enough to satisfy a control number of any length.



VARIABLE FI) FIELDS FIELD 4

FLeld 4, like Field 3, is variable when defined for all types of
records. For any particular type of record, however, Field 4 is
fixed in length. For example, the fixed fields for monographs could
be 70 characters in length and would remain at 70 characters for
every record that described a monograph. However, the fixed fields
for the format for serials could be 110 characters in length.

The tag and the length of the fixed fields are recorded
in the directory in the same manner as true variable fields. The

fixed field, now a variable field, will be the second data field
in the record. This will allow a library to add fields not present,
or delete fields not desired without modifying the communications
format structure. The capability to accommodate additions means no
blank areas need be entered in the fixed fields for future 6xpansion.
By handling fixed fields in the same manner as all data fields, soft-
ware is simplified, and the record is more flexible.

Data elements in Field 4 are fixed in length. The purpose
t!ie fixed length data elements are:

1. To indicate characteristics that apply to the whole
record, e.g. the work is a government publication.

2. To make explicit certain information which is
implicit in the contents of the record, e.g. country of publication.

3. To augment the record with useful information not
usually found in a catalog record, e.g. the work cataloged has an
index.

4. To show the presence or absence of certain important
data elements found in the variable fields, thus making records with
these data elements easily selected from a file, e.g. illustration
indicators.

5. To code information contained in the variable fields
and make it more easily accessible, e.g. a four-character code for
publisher.
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VARIABLE FIELDS--FIELD N

The remaining data fields in the communications format

are variable fields. There will be no tags in the variable fields

because these will be recorded in the directory. Each variable

length field will have a fixed-length indicator to further describe

the particular data field identified by the tag. The indicator

will precede the data in the field. The content and the meaning

of the indicator is unique to each data field. For example, a

personal name main entry could have an associated indicator for

the form of name to facilitate arrangement of the entries in book

catalogs. The advantage of the indicator associated with a field

as opposed to the indicator located in the fixed field is that

specific characteristics of the data field can be described in

fixed locations but only when the field is present. Therefore,

it is not necessary to reserve space in the fixed field portion

of the record when that indicator is not applicable because its

data field is not present. Th- absence of the field and there-

fore the absence of the indicat_r suffices.

Example: 1 0 0 141 = Personal name main entry--

N
Tag Indicator

single surname

The indicator count (a single numeric character 0-9) in

the legend will define the length of the indicator for a given type

of format. For example, the format for monographs will contain a

2 in the indicator count, and therefore each variable length field

will begin with a 2-character indicator. In a serial format, the

number of indicatoi characters could be 3, 5, or any number between

0 (zero) and 9. The indicator character positions in a given for-

mat will be set to blank if not used.

Each variable field (including the directory, the vari-

able control number field, and the variable fixed field) will end

with a field terminator. The field terminator has been included

(1) to facilitate the use of ,ome higher-level programming languages,

fl^



(2) tc build in an extra checking device, and (3) to satisfy those
users wh,1 do not wish to perform arithmetic or indexing operations
using th( actual length of the field, but rather using the tech-
niquc, of branching on a field terminator.



II. DATA ORGANIZATION OF MONOGRAPHS

IN THE COMMUNICATIONS FORMAT



LNER.U. 'ONSIDERATIoNs

"Traditional" Versus" Analytical" Organization of
Catalog Information

There are two basic approaches to the organization of

machine-readable bibliographic information. The "traditional"

approach is essentially the grouping of data elements by biblio-

graphic function, i.e. main entry, subject entry, etc. The

arrangement follows the order found on the library catalog card

(see illustration A, page 24). This format facilitates the print-

ing of such library tools as cards and book catalogs. The other

approach, termed the "analytical" approach, is the 6rouping of like

information by type such as personal names or titles (see illustra-

tion B, page 24). For those institutions interested in using the

format principally for retrieval purposes, the grouping together of

data by type is generally thought to be more efficient. Currently,

the major interest in the MARC record format centers around the

printing application. However, it can be foreseen that emphasis on

data retrieval applications will grow and become increasingly

important.

The two basic approaches to organization of ma-Wrial have

engendered strong feelings among people involved in the problem, but

in some ways they are essentially equivalent. For example, in the

traditional approach, the main entry is flagged as a persoml name or

a corporate name, whereas in the analytical approach, a personal name

is flagged as a main entry or an added entry.
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N

Main ...n!rY

Satement

Added Entric:1

Analytic.al

KIND OF HEADING

ILLUSTRATIN A

Ldthari:, 1. , 1 2.^-

Au*

HEALIN

er;'.1.al Naze

n!ti n .r . tm, re .unty 1ibrari. Rep, rt :' a :it le

)j..0+ uliotti y Jame.' I'. Ri..hariL. and

Lanie I . 1 :' the Inf. rmat ion .'urvey r p. ra-

t n in 'Le 'enterville I ublit Library.

New York, ::'cundation for 1ublic Libraries,

p. iliu.. 4

l!'ouridatiun for Public Librarie:". Autumation rie., Corporate Name/title

n,. 10)

1. Librarit: 'tut, ona t ion

Librarieo. Hoc-more County, ir..

:4. Centerville, i'a. inblic Library

T1,
Haskell, Daniel John, joint author
Information Survey Corporation

Title
L'f.rles)

ILLU:-)TRATION B

Topical Subject
Topi.N11 Subject
Corporate Name

Personal: Name
Corporate Name

CATALOGING DATA ELEMENT FUNCTION

Personal Name Richerds, James T., 1923-
Haskell, Daniel John, joint author

Corporate Name

Main Entry
Added Entry

Information Survey Corporation. Added Entry

Foundation for Public Libraries. Automation series, Serir.s Added Eutr-

no. 10
Centerville, Pa. Public Library Subject

Topical Subject Libraries -- Automation
Public Libraries -- Bogmore County, Pa.

Title Automation for Bogmore County libraries. Report

of a pilot project conducted by James T. Richards

and Daniel J. Haskell of the Information Survey
Corporation in the Centerville Public Library
Automation seriec, no. 10

Imprint New York, Foundation for Public Libraries, 1967.

Collation 98 p. illus. 24 om.

A hypothetical example based on no existing publication.

Subject
Subject

Title Statement

Series Title



The m Titc of each approach were explored in the course of

the devolopmLnt -f the format. Since most data to be keyed for compu-

ter processing are received in the traditional bibliographic format,

such as the catalog card, the preparation of input would be facilitated

if the traditional approach were used. For example, the generation of

MARC records by any institution utilizing traditional cataloging infor-

mation would require less training for editors and keyboard operators.

The preparation of input data using the analytical approach implies

that the data may have to be restructured at input. Of course, it

would be possible to input the data in traditional order and manipulate

it by a computer program to translate it into the analytical format.

So far, however, the advantages for data retrieval seem too slight to

justify this procedure. A brief digression to explain data retrieval

will illustrate this point. A data retrieval system allows the user

to selectively retrieve records or portions of records maintained on

mass storage units. This collection of records is called a data base.

There are three main aspects of data rLtrieval systems: the addition

of records to the data base, their subsequent retrieval, and the selec-

tive display of data from records once retrieved.

In the current technology, it is impractical to retrieve

from a large data base by a brute force search of all records in the

data base. Therefore, the usual procedure is to maintain a set of

indexes containing keywords, i.e. author, title, subject, etc., extracted

from the records at the time they are added to the data base. These are
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the items used to locate ani r !IJ,%:111-1.`a 11 2,(
" 4 ;

time a record is adlea to tl,e tata ty anl ,ne in- --- aro auF7-

mented, having the elements 'rrouped by typ(J, i. name, titiy,

would offer some slight advantage, but not significant on sinct

the extraction of keywords from the record for preparation of indexes

is a one-time operation. How a particular data element is used i/

record, i.e. its function: main entry, title, etc., can be carried

compactly along with the data in the index so that auring retriewa

one can get an element and its function without having to refer buck

to the complete master record in the mass-storage device. Therefore,

for index retrieval purposes, the analytical grouping does not pro-

vide more efficient searching techniques, because the resulting file

structure for the index could be identical regardless of whether the

original record was structured in the traditional or the analytic-11

approach.

At the time data are displayed, the analytical grouping by

type might be useful. It would reduce the amount of searching through

the variable fields to obtain desired data elements. For instance,

all names associated with a record would be together in storage.

However, this facility can be obtained in a straightforward manner

through the use of the directory technique (see page 18). It appears

that the analytical grouping offers the data retrieval user no signi-

ficant advantage over the traditional groupings when the latter is

augmented by a directory.
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hy tLe Iter who is primarily interested in pre-

par': - pri!.t .ial, e. crtri,, boA catalogs, utc., wouLi (e

consiterably inconvenienced hc organftation of data in the analytical

grouping. aeformatting the lata would re4uire signifl.car , programming

effort and computer procossing timi,?, and furthermore, each time the

record would be printed he process would he repeated. Based on the

above analysis, it was decided that the library community would best

be served by improving the present MARC I format rather than designing

a record structured on an analytical approach.

Taggihp St ni et tt

The MARC II format for monographs provides for a three-

%-acr,er tag for each variable field. The first digit of the tag

:Ill indicate the functicn of the data element in the field. Certain

mnemonic features have been built into the second and third digits of

the tags, e. . in the case of main entries, added entries, subject

entries, and series entries, the second and third digits indicate the

kind of name.

1Example:
[ 7

1

Where: the first digit = Added Entry (function)

the second digit = Corporate Name (kind of name)

the third digit = Conference (breakdown of kind of
name)



Indicator Structure

The MARC; II format for monographs reserves two charac-

ter positions at the beginning of each variable field for indicators.

The3e iLdicators will provide additional information about the field.

Those indicator poitions not used will be filed with blanks.

Example: 11L2 0 1

'N
Tag Indicator

Where: Tag = Personal Name Main Entry

First Indicator = Single Surname

Second Indicator = Cross references to be

found on cross reference
tape.

The second indicator will not be used at this time and will be carried

as a blank. In the remainder of the report it will not be referred

to or shown.

In some cases more than one type of information will be

provided in a single character position. This will be provided by

the process of stacked coding.

Example: Two types of information are provided for main

entries that are personal names:

1. Form of name

Forename = 0

Single Surname = 1

Multiple Surname = 2

Name of Family = 3

*For clarity in the examples, the indicators will always be shown

in association with the tags.
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qA. Is main entry also aubject?

No = 0

Yes = 1

Codes will be stacked by asonciating bit configurations

with the two levels of information being coded, i.e. the form of

name, and whether the main entry is also the subject? An example

cf how this can be done using the USA Standard Code for Information

Exchange (USASCII) follows:

Decimal Characters Binary Characters

USASCII Codes for
Decimal Characters

0 0000 0011 0000

1
0001 0011 0001

2 0010 0011 0010

3 0011 0011 0011

4 01 00 0011 01 00

5
01 01 0011 01 01

6 011 0 0011 0110

7 0111 0011 0111

8 1000 0011 1000

9 1 001 0011 1 001

From the above list, it may be seen that the first four

bits of the USASCII code remain the same for all decimal numbers.

The last four actually constitute the number written in binary form.

To produce a stacked code number, the last four bits are split into

two, i.e. 011 00 The first two bits correspond to the indicator

set at the query "Is main entry also subject?" If the main entry is

not subject, this indicator is set at 0 (zero), and the first two

bits will be 00 (double zero). If the opposite is true the indicator

will be set at 1 and the first two bits will be 01. The last two
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bits correspond to the code set for :rm of p(-Irson9.1 name To

follows:

Form of Name Indicator Last 2 bits of USASCII

Forename 0 00

Single Llurname 1 01

Mdltiple Surname 2 10

Name of Family 3 11

When both types of information are needed, the indicator

will be associated in one USASCII character as follows:

001 1

Always same for

01 10 = character 6 in USLY:III

L-Y1
Main entry Multiple

decimal character is subject surname

The two types of information may therefore be coded as

one character in stacked form as follows:

Forename

Single Surname

Multiple Surname

Name of Family

m

4-)
0

F-I a)-P "J
0 r0a) 0

M
0

or-I -e-)d o
0

0

,

aP
F-I 0

-e-) a)
0 r--
a) ,-00

M
1-1
A CO

nI

4

1

,

5

2 6
,

3 7
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Heading Struct art

Hoadings will generally be in the form established by

the Library of Congress for use in its catalogs. Headings estab-

lished before March 19o7 will be in the form specified in the

ALA GatalogingJlules for Author and Title Entries (henceforth

referred to as ALA Rules). Headings established after March 1967

by the Library will in most cases be in the form specified in the

Anglo-American Cataloging Rules (AA Rules).

Author headings can be categorized in four main groups.

These categories remain the same regardless of the function of the

heaaing, i.e. main entry, subject entry, etc. The second charac-

ter of the entry tag will be used to define the category according

to the following code:

[ 0 I I Personal names

1

2

Corporate names

Corporate names with form subheading

Uniform title headings

The third character of the tag will generally be a zero

with the following exceptions:

Some libraries may wish to break down further the
categories of headings listed below. For example,

corporate names may be subdivided into conferences,
government bodies, etc.
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01 Corporate names

1

1 1 1 Conferences

The Library of Congress will subdivide only in the

case of corporate bodies (see page 34).

When the heading is an author-title heading, the

title will have its own tag. The second character

will be the same as that used to define the head-

ing. The third character will be an "8."

Example: 7 0 1 0 Smith, Randolph Arthur.

1 71 01 8 The Williams incident.

PERSONAL NAMES. (Tag

A. Form of name. The form of name prescribed by the ALA or AA

Rules will be modified in the following ways:

1. Titles, e.g. Sir, Lord, etc. will follow the

forename instead of the surname.

Example: Churchill, Winston Leonard Spencer, Sir,

1874-1965.

2. Date modifiers (b., d., fl., etc.) will follow the

date(s).

B. Delimiters. A personal name may include as many as four sub-

fields as follows:

Name = Surname and forenames

Title = all titles designating rank, office, nobility, terms

of address, initials of an academic degree or

denoting membership in an organization, etc.
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Identifier = generally means dates. Headings
established according to the old

ALA rules may include identifiers
such as "clockmaker," "poet," etc.

Relator = Those phrases which describe the relation-

ship between an author and a work (ed.,

tr., comp., etc.)

These subfields will be separated by delimiteis according to the

following patterns:

Name

Name$$1dentifier

NameWdentifier$Relator

Name

Name

Title

Title$Identifier

Name$Title$Identifier

Name$Title$

Name$$

elator

elator

elator

C. Indicators. To facilitate certain filing arrangements, an

indicator describing the form of parsonal name will be associated

with the tag.*

*Although the feasibility of complex filing of catalog entries by

computer has yet to be demonstrated, a machine-readable format

should allow as much flexibility as possible for programming sort

sequences. This requirement has been kept in mind in designing the

patterns of the subdivision of indicators for main, added and sub-

ject entries in the MARC II format. These detailed breakdowns

will make possible the creation of structured arrangements of the

kind used in the book catalogs of the Library of Congress and

other large research libraries. The presence of these indicators

in the MARC II record should not be regarded as a constraint

against more simple, alphabetical arrangements. If a library

wishes, it should be possible to write programs that will ignore

these indicators in filing.
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Forename, e.g. John the Baptist

Single Surname, e.g. Walpole, William Winchester = 1

Multiple Surname, e.g. Johnson Smith, Geoffrey = 2

Name of Family*, e.g. Smith Family

Example: 0 2

CORPORATE NAMES (Tag

Johnson Smith, Geoffrey.

Tag Indicator

1

3

A. Breakdown of Corporate Names. The Library of Congress will

treat conferences and meetings as a subtype of corporate

names in the tagging scheme because this kind of library material

is difficult to control. The structure of a conference heading

lends itself to KWIC (Key Word in Context) indexing and other

special techniques for bibliographic control. Rule 87 of the

AA Rules will determine the definition of this heading. Tags for

conferences will have a "1" in the third character of the tag.

Example: I 1 Conference on Categorical Algebra,
University of California, San
Diego, 1965.

Local libraries may break down different corporate head-

ings by using other numbers in the third character of the tag if

they wish.

B. Indicators. Indicators for corporate names will describe the

following form of name:

*Name of Family is used only as a subject heading in the cataloging
of monographic-book materials. However, for the purposes of con-
sistency in the tagging and indicator structure, it is described here.
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limiters

r

tL toly, t!7,

.0. ".!7. 4liet. (iTovinoe:

r
'rptir

10.1

",,J!.porate names k,

.:,nur.)ds of Language;:. of America,

excluding names of conferences and meetings).

DA.imiters will be used to separate corporate subheadings.

1.1campie: Bell and Howell.$Micro Photo Division.

a. The name of a place at the beginning of a heading

will be considered the highest hierarchical unit

of the corporate name.

Examples: California.$University.$College of
Environmental Design.

Cuyahoga Co., Ohio.$Library.

b. Delimiters will not be used between place name units

separated by a commas or parentheses.

Examples: Medina, Ohio.$Senior High School.$Class

of 1966.

?Jashinton (jtate)$Pollution Control

Commission

Names of Conferences or Meetings.

Delimiters will be used to separate the following units:

Name of the conference or meeting, Number, Place, Date.
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The absence uf one of the units is indicated by a

delimiter.

Examples: Nobel Conference.$1st,$Gustavus Adolphus
College,$196.

Symposium on Physical Activity and the
Heart,$$Helsinki4l964.

The place unit can be made up of the name of an institu-

tion and/or place name.

Examples: Conference on Categorical Algebra,$$
University of California, San Diego,
$1965.

CORPORATE NAMES WITH FORM SUBHEADINGS (Tag! j2i

A. These headings ..-ually contain an element of a curporate name

followed by a forLi aubheading which in most cases can be

thought of as a title.

Example: Catholic Church. Liturgy and ritual.

New York (State) Laws, statutes, etc.

B. There will be no indicator for form of name used with this

heading.

C. Corporate names with form subheadings will be delimited

between the corporate name and the form subheading. No

additional elements are to be delimited.

Examples: Catholic Church.aiturgy and ritual.

New York (State).$Laws, statutes, etc.
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INIFORM '11:A1E HADING (Tag

A. A uniform title healing is a title used as a bibliographic

entry, i.e. main entry, subject entry, etc. It m'ist be

distinguished from ',hose uniform titles, often called "con-

ventional" or "filing" titles, which can be interpsed in

square brackets between the main entry and the transcriptioY.

of the title page (see page K). Works entere/ unler title

(such as periodicals, encyclopedias, etc.) which hav,- no main

entry other than the title, are tagged as If these

titles are used on other records as added entries, subject

entries, etc., they are tagged as uniform titles.

Examples: Chanson de Roland
International review (Zarich)

B. Uniform title headings are not delimited.

Conmitions

MULTIPLE INITIALS

No spaces will be left between multiple initials other than

personal names, e.g. IBM, U.S. but Sharkey, E. H.

SPACES

Since machine records are alterable and do not need spaces left

for filling in names and dates at a later time, no spaces will be

left after initials or after open dates for future additions.

All brackets and parentheses will be closed.

Examples: Smith, William A., 191?,-, ed.

Germany (Federal Republic, 194?-)
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-111. be carrie Or. tn e recori as a non-pri ool.

for, one space on inplit !ini in -the tape rec r i .

will elimirat.e oonfli in charac r counts 1 rin rianipu]ation of

If more than one space is re1 i, the.ailitio%ai space may

put. in, op spaceo.'''

1:LL CHARA' I it

A nal c!'.1aracter will be used to indicate that no inte1.i4Tence is

recorded in a character space. The n7Ill character used in the communi-

cations format will be a space (blank). This coincides with the con-

ventional concept of a space ;or blank) on a sheet of paper. In allf_4.1.

since in TJL;AII it is the lowest order graphic symbol in the 7-bit,

8-bit,*** and proposed ,)-bit coles,**** its collating sequence makes

it a terminal character.

*The symbol arbitrarily cllosen for use in this report is the dolly-

sign. This does not necessarily ilHan that this will be used in '

operational system.
**There are many printing conventions which need further consideraficL

to determine whether they should be part of the machine record or

a function of the computer program. These conventions will be

elaborated in later reports as the :1APC system is further refined.

***The proposed 8-bit code will be an extended form of the standard

7-bit USASCII. Some of the standard J3A3CII characters, such as

the backward slash will not be used. Diacritical characters will

be left in their standard position (unused) and duplicated in

another portion of the code set reserved for diacriticals.

****The proposed 6-bit codes will be derived by removing the 6th bit

and the 8th bit. The 8-bit code set will be divided into 4 sets.

Columns 3, 6 and 7 (of 7-bit USASCII) will be the standard set.

The other sets will be non-staniard sets which will be reached by

non-locking escape codes.



1l'1E1.D CoNTENTs

I. aeh f TiIil

Elements l';Ime of Le!Lier

Numper :_Jata Element

4.

hecord Length
Record aatuLl
Legend

a. Legend Control
b. ryp f Record

T2iLligr%ph!.

r7

)1i 1

Number of ,ificter Position
ii(t.racters in Record

1

6

1 7

t.)-11

1.

(.4

Record Record .Legend of 1,ibliographic Indicator

Length Status E)ntrol Record Level Count
1

Legend

Le etth r Data Eh f nts

Leader Data Element

RECORD LENGTH

This is a five-character numeric fixed

field which contains the length of the

physical record including itself. If

the record length is fewer than five

characters long, the number will be

right justified with zero fill.

39

Character Position

in Record
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Lealer Data Elemi.mt

Character Po ition
in Record

RECJILD ifATUJ

This is a one-character alphabetic fixed

field which d fines the status of the record

for file maintenance routines. The status

codes are as follods:

N = New record

= L.hanged or corrected record

D = Deleted record

0 = uld record

Changed or corrected records can be of two types:

The original record contained minor
keyboarding or editing errors and
this record makes the correction.

The original LC printed card
has been revised, and this
record contains these revi-
sions. The LC card number in the
machine record will have as a suf-
fix the symbol "R," "R2," or "R3,"
etc., depending upon the
current version of the
printed card.

LEGEND

A. Legend Control

This one-character field is supplied in

order to allow users of the communications

format to provide, if necessary, additional

informatiol o that found in the legend.

This will allow flexibility in the structure
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Le't Llr Data Elemen-t H'ent.

of e leeni by not restritAing it to six

charact,ers. A lank in t h fi 1 i mear.s.

there is no extension of the legend . A n'.2m-

bar in this field means that al ditional

information can be found in variable field

Type of Record

A one-character alphabetic fixed field

will identify the type of record found

ir the data which follows. According

to the AA Rules there are differences

in the cataloging formats used to d LT!

Chara,!ter Fosition
I

cribe different types of library materials.

Codes have boen assigned arbi.rarily to

some of these types as follows:

A = Language materialsprinted, i.e. books

B = Language materialsmanuscript

C = Music, i.e. sheet music and volumesprinted

D = Music--manuscript

E = Maps ani atlases--printed

F = Maps--manuscript

G = Motion pictures and filmstrips

H = Microform publications

I = Phonorecords and other sound recordings--

language or spoken

J = Phonorecords and other sound recordings--

Music

8



liaemer.* IF in '.i.ecora

(-41.1re: , frh,, , 'inki othp.-r two-

!:r1 Q:1,1/-1%11r

machine-

,r 7

mARC distrition the

: -; 4' 11 be for

'

V. flo', ,!

1 I

fnr differpnt

r 11:hrary t f'or

r .1s follows:

:

..0

heedt 1.

express *he r.-lation-

, *he work cat :Arc! .1Ily

entiv of whicn it

part. :.he sequence of codes starts with the

smalle:t bibliographic unit and moves through

larger aggregate units. rihose character posit "

0+ ,Fe I will e filled rith larks , The codes

are as follows:

- 4.2 -
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Charaotr Pcition
Leader Data Elements ,ront.) in Record_

A = Analytical (includes pnly, works

not published separately but as

part, of a larger tibliograpilic

entity)

Chapter of a book
Journal article
Single volume of a multi-volume set

M = Monographic - publications which are

non-serial because they are complete

at the tIme they ae issuel or are to

be issued in a known number of parts.

S = Serial - "publications issued in

successive parts bearing numerical or

chronological designations ard intended

to be continued indefinitely. Serials

include periodicals, newspapers, annuals

(reports, yearbooks, etc.:, the journals,

memoirs, proceedings, transactions, etc.,

of societies, and numbered monographic

series."

Cf. AA Rules

C = Collective - made-,Ip collections like

manuscripts, pamphlets, etc., which are
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Character Position

Leader Data Elements (cont.) in Record

gathered together and cataloged

as a single unit.

Examples:

M

This is a monograph which
is in a series

1-A I 7'j 01

This is a chapter of a mono-
graph which is in a series

This is an article in a journal

r

This fieli will contain a indicating Lhat

each -.-ariale field will begin with a

:7-c1-.9.rac'er indicator.

OWN 44
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Record Directory Contents Tbli

Element Name of Record Directory Number of Character Positions
Number Data Element Characters in Directory

1.

2.

3.

Tag
Field Length
Starting Character Position

3

4
r
)

1-3

4-7
8-12

12

bD
ai

The above is a typical record directory entry which will
be repeated for each variable data field in the record.

The tags in the record directory will be described in
conjunction with the fields they identify.
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Variable Cunt rot N umber ('ontents Table

)*-The indicatorF will not be used with this field.

Element
Number Data Element

Number of
Characters

Character Posi-
tions in Field**

1. Library of Congress 11 1-11

Card Number
2. Library of Congress 1 12

Card Number Check Digit

3. Supplement Number 1 13

4. Suffix 1 or more 14-n

11 12 13 14-n

Library of Congress Card
Number

Check Supp.

Digit No. Suffix

*This is the variable length control number field which will

be fixed length through character positions 1-13 on all mono-

graph records distributed by the Library of Congress. Charac-

ter positions 14-n will contain the LC card suffix when it is

present. If it is not present the variable control number
field will be only 13 characters long. A coded field identifying

the source of cataloging data may be added later. Such a

code needs more study.
**The character positions here represent the positions relative

to the starting position of the Variable Control Number Field,

i.e. the field whose tag is 000.
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Variable Control Number Data ElementR

Variable Control Number Character Positicris
Data Element in Field

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CARD iluMBER

The LC card number will be carried as an

eleven-character fixed field which allows

for three leading alphabetic ana eight

numeric characters. The alphabetic charac-

tars represent any prefix to the :4C card

number. The prefix is left justificd with

blank fill, and if no prefix is present,

three blanks will appear befre the nl.meric

card number. The numeric part of the LC

card number can be described as an eight-

digit number; the first two digits are date,

the last six digits an identificaion number.

The date will always appear in character

positions 4 and 5 of the LC card number field.

The identification number will be right

justified with zero fill. Example:

Number on printed card Number on magnetic tape

A66-011
AC66-0111

A066000011
ACS66000111

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CARD NUMBER CHECK DIGIT 12

The purpose of this one-character numeric fixed
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Variable Uontrol Number Character Positions

Element in Field

field will be to provide a check on the

accuracy of the LC card number. The

check digit is not yet in use by the

Library of Congress, but the field is

included here to accommodate planned

implementation. In the interim, this

field will carry a blank. A check digit

is derived by performing a set of mathe-

matical operations on the digits in the

LC card number. The result of these

operations is placed in the check digit

field. The check digit is computed by

machine and will permit an automatic

check of the accuracy of the LC card number

when it is used in computer processing

apolications. ( See page 66 for a descrip-

tion of a check digit in the Standard Book

Number.)

SUPPLEMENT NUMBER

Supplements, indexes, and other dashed-on

entries that are related to but are not the

same as the book in the main record are to

13



Variable Control Number Character Positions

Data Element (cont.) in Field

be carried as independent records in the

MARC distribution system. It is necessary,

therefore, to provide a one-character

numeric fixed field to identify the supple-

ment because it will have the same LC card

number as the original work. If the record

does not represent a supplement, this field

will be blank.

SUFFIX

The suffix to the LC card number will be

recorded beginning in character 14. It

will not be recorded in the fixed portion

of the field because it is found so infre-

quently and because it does not affect the

uniqueness of the LC card number. It will

be possible to determine the presence and/or

length of the suffix by subtracting the

fixed 13 characters of the field from the

total length of the field since the latter

will be recorded in the directory.
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Variable Fixed Field Contents Table

(Tag 0 oil )--No indicators will be used with this field

Element Name of Fixed Length Number of Character Posi-

Number Data Elements Characters tion in Field*

1. Number of Entries in Record 3 1-3

Directory
2. Date Entered on File 6 4-9

3. Type of Publication Date Code 1 10

4. Date 1 4 11-14
r.

. Date 2 4 15-18

4'. Country of Publication Code 3 19-21

Illustration Codes 4 22-25
,r Intellectual Level Code 1 26

-4. Form of Reproduction Code 1 27

,J. Form of Content Codes 4 28-31

11. Government Publication Indicator 1 32

12. Conference or Meeting Indicator 1 33
13. Festschrift Indicator 1 34
14. Index Indicator 1 35

15. Nain Entry in Body of Entry 1 36

Indicator
16. Fiction Indicator 1 37
17. Biography Indicator 1 38

18. Language 3 39-41

*The character positions here represent the positions relative
to the starting position of this Fixed Length Data Elements
Field, i.e. the field whose tag is 001.
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Variable Fixed Field Data Elements

Variable Fixed Field Character Position
Data Element in Field

NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN RECORD DIRECTORY

This is a three-character numeric fixed field

which may be used for internal machine pro-

cessing. It will give the number of 12-charac-

ter entries found in the record directory for

this particular record. Programmers may use

this field when searching record directory

entries to ascertain when they have reached

the end of the record directory.

DATE ENTERED ON FILE

The six-character numeric fixed field will give

the date the record was entered into the MARC

system, thus giving an indication of the cur-

rency of the record. This date field will be

divided into three subfields, each with two

characters for the day, month, and year.

Example: 0 5 1 means October 5, 1967

A record corrected due to errors in keyboarding

and editing will not have a change of data.

However, a record changed z.s a result of a

revision of the LC printed card will receive a

new date. (See page 40 for a iescription of the

use of the record status code for corrected and

revised records.)

1-3
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Variable Fixed Field Character Position
Data El3mant (cont.) in Field

TYPE OF PUBLICATION DATE CODE (one alpha- 10

betic character)

DATE 1 (four numeric characters) 11-14

DATE 2 (four numeric characters) 15.18

The contents of the two date fields will be

determined by the character that appears in

the type of publication date field as follows:

S = Date of publication consists of a known

date or a probable date that can be rep-

resented by four digits. The date will

be entered in the date 1 field and the

date 2 field will contain blanks.

Imprint Date

1966
c1966
1966 [i.e. 1965]
1965 [i.e. 1966]
Roma, anno XVIII
[19616 or 1967]
[1966?]
[ca. 1966]
1966/67

[1939]

Key Date 1 Date 2

S 1966 $$$$
II IIS 1966
H HS 1965
II IIS 1966
11 IIS 1939
II IIS 1966
II IIS 1966

S 1966 II II

II IIS 1966

C = Date of publication consists of two dates,

the actual date of publicaiion and the copy-

right date. The date of publication will be

entered in the date 1 field and the copyright

date in the date 2 field.
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Variable Fixed Field Character Position

Data Element (contd in Field

Example:

Imprint Date Key Date 1 Date 2

1966 c1965 0 1966 1965

N = Date of publication not known.

Date 1 field and date 2 field

will con.6ain blanks.

Example:

Imprint Date Key Date 1 Date 2

[n.d.] N SOS SOS

R = The work has been plaviously pub-

lished. The original date of

publication will be entered in the

date 2 field and the date of repro-

duction in the date 1 field.

Example:

Imprint date Note Key Date 1 Date 2

1966 [c1950 ] Published in R 1966 1741

Dublin (in 1741)

1966 First published R 1966 1913

in 1913

1966 Reprinted from R 1966 $OS
Green Howard's
Gazette
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Variable Fixed Field Oharacter Position

Data Elements (cont.) in Field

Date in Title Paragraph Key Date 1 Date 2

London, Macmillan, 1867 R 1956 1867

Dubuque, Iowa, W. C.
Brown Reprint Library
E1956?]

Reprinted from the 1817 R 1965 1817

ed., New York, Johnson
Reprint Corp., 1965.

M = Date of publication consists of a

multiple date with initial and

terminal date known, or date of

publication consists of a date

with terminal date not yet known,

i.e. open ended. If the terminal

date is not yet known (open-ended)

the date 2 field will be set to

9999. In the situation where a

work has an initial and terminal

date and also a date of previaus

M will take precedence

over R.

Example:

Imprint Date Key Date 1 Date 2

1966-67 [v. 1, 1967' M 1966 1967

1966- (loose-leaf) M 1966 9c.99
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Variable Fixed Field Character Position

Data Elements (cont.) in Field

Extmple: (cont.)

Date in Title Paragraph Key Date 1 Date 2

Neudruck [der Ausg.] M 1966 9999

1896. Wurzburg, A.
Liebing (1966?-)

Q = Date of publication consists of a

date in which one or more of the

digits is missing, e.g. 194_ or 19 .

The earliest possible date will be

set by substituting missing digits

with zeros and the latest possible

dates with 9 (s). If a work is a

reproduction but one or more of the

digits in the imprint date is missing,

Q Will take precedence over R.

Example:

Imprint Date Key Date 1 Date 2

Q 1960 1969
Q 1900 1999

Q 1960 1969

Date in Title Paragraph Key Date ' Date 2

London, Macmillan, 1867 Q 1950 1959

Dubuque, Iowa, W. C.
Brown Reprint Library
[195 -?]
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Variable Fixed Field Character Position
Data Element (cont.) in Field

COUNTRY OF PUBLICATION CODE

A two-character alphabetic code, left

justified, will be used for the country

of publication. If the work is pub-

lished in the United States, the first

two characters of the field will contain

a mnemonic code for the state where the

work was published and the third charac-

ter of this field will contain the charac-

ter "U." When a work is published outside

the United States, the third character will

be blank.

Examples: Id KI )6

ECTIAIU

means Pakistan

means California

ILLUSTRATION CODES

A four-character alphabetic fixed field has

been reserved to show the presence of certain

terms in the collation. The illustration

statement subfield will be scanned for the

set of terms listed below, and their respec-

tive codes will be set in the fixed field.
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Variable Fixed Field
Data Element (!lzatil

Up to four terms may be recorded. (In

the Catalog Card Sample less than one

percent of the cards had more than four

terms.) The following list is in order

of precedence, i.e. if more than four

terms apply to the illustrative content

of the work, the sequence in the list

will determine which four are to be

recorded in the fixed field. The codes

are:

A = illustration

B = maps

C = portraits

D = charts

E = plans

F = plates

G = music

H = facsims

I = coats of arms

J = genealogical tables

K = forms

Other descriptive terms may be added to

this list as they are encountered.
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Variable Fixed Field Character Position
Data Element (cont.) in Field

Examples:

Collation Fixed Field

illus., maps (in pocket) FIN 1

illus., plates, ports.
I
AICIFI

illus., charts, facsim., A1CIDIG
music, ports.

INTELLECTUAL LEVEL CODE

The Library of Congress will use this one-

character alphabetic fixed field to show

that the work cataloged is intended for

juveniles. In this case, the field will

contain the code "J"; otherwise, it will

contain a blank. The Library of Congress

will identify juvenile literature for

coding by the following set of criteria:

1. The subdivision "Juvenile literature"

used with a main subject heading.

2. An LC classification number for works

of juvenile fiction, i.e. PZ5-PZ10.7

3. The letter "J" associated with the Dewey

Decimal Classification Number,

4. The letter "E" used in place of a Dewey

number on AC cards.
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Variable Fixed Field Character Position
Data Element (cont.)

The AC prefix to the LC card number will

not be used as a criterion since the

Annotated Card Program includes young

adult books and adult reference books in

addition to childrenls books.

Other libraries m4y wish to use this

field to identify and code further cate-

gories of intellectual level.

FORM OF REPRODUCTION CODE

If the work has been reproduced photo-

graphically or by other means in a size

too small to be read by the unaided eye,

this field will contain a code indicating the

type of reproduction. If the work has over-

size print, this will be indicated.

A = Microfilm

B = Microfiche

C = Microopaque

D = Large-print

FORM OF CONTENT CODES

Certain types of material used frequently for

reference purposes will be specified by a one -

character alphabetic code. Since some works
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Variable Fixed Field Character Position

Data Element (cont.) in Field

embody several types of materials, as

many as four may be specified in the

fixed field. This information will be

taken from the title statement, the

subject headings, or the notes. In the

unlikely eventuality that more than four

types are present, the sequence of the

following list will determine which four

are to be recorded.

A = Bibliographies

B = Catalogs

C = Indexes

D = Abstracts

E = Dictionaries

F = Encyclopedias

G = Directories

H = Yearbooks

I = Statistical compilations

J = Handbooks

GOVERNMENT PUBLICATION INDICATOR 32

If the work is a government publication, this

field will contain a 1. Otherwise, it will

contain a 0 (zero).
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Variable Fixed Field Character Position
Data Element (cont.) in Field

CONFERENCE PUBLICATION INDICATOR

If the work contains the proceedings,

reports, or summaries of a confereace,

meeting, or symposium, this field will

contain a 1. Otherwise, it will contain

a 0 (zero).

FESTSCHRIFT INDICATOR

If the work is a festschrift, this field

will contain a 1. Otherwise, it will con-

tain a 0 (zero).

INDEX INDICATOR

If the work contains an index to its own

contents, this field will contain a 1.

Otherwise, it will contain a 0 (zero).

MAIN ENTRY IN BODY OF ENTRY INDICATOR

In some cases in a catalog record, the name

used as main entry may also be found in the

body of the entry as part of the title,

author statement, or imprint. In some cases,

the form of name is the same, in others it is

quite different. When the main entry is also

found in the body of the entry in any form,

this field will contain a 1. Otherwise, it

will contain a 0 (zero).
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Variable Fixed Field Character Position

Data Element (cont.) in Field

Examples:

Main entry--Constant de Rebecque,
Henri Benjamin, 1767-1830

Title with author statement--Adolphe [by]
Benjamin Constant

[Main entry is included in author
statement]

Main entry --Aristoteles

Title--Aristotle on the art of poetry
[Main entry is included in title]

FICTION INDICATOR

If the work is fiction, this field will

contain a 1. Otherwise, it will contain

a 0 (zero).

37

BIOGRAPHY INDICATOR 38

If the work is a biography or autobiography,

this field will contain a 1. Otherwise, it

will contain a 0 (zero).

LANGUAGE

If the work is in a single language and is not

a translation, this field will contain a three

character code for the language. If the work is

multilingual or a translation, the language will

be recorded in variable field 101013/land the

fixed field will contain blanks.
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Laz

O 0 2
O 0 3

O 1 0
O 1 1
O 1 2
O 1 3
0 1 4
O 1 9

o 2 0
O 3 0

O 5 0
o 5 1

O 6 o
o 7 o
O 7 1

O 8 o
o 9 o

1 o o
1 o 8*
1 1 o
1 1 1
1 1 8*
1 2 0
1 2 8*
1 3 0
1 3 8*

2 0 0
2 I 0
2 2 0

2 4 0
2 5 o

2 6 0
2 6 1
2 6 2
3 0 0
3 5 0
3 6 0

4 0 0
4 0 8
4 1 0
4 1 1
4 1 8
4 4 0
4 9 0

Variable Fields Contents Table
Variable_Field Data Element

LEGEND EXTENSION
LANGUAGES

CONTROL NUMBERS
LC CARD NUMBER
NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY NUMBER
STANDARD BOOK NUMBER
PL 480 NUMBER
SEARCH CODE
LOCAL SYSTEM NUMBER

KNOWLEDGE NUMBERS
BNB CLASS/FICATION NUMBER
DEWEY DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION

NUMBER
LC CALL NUMBER
COPY STATEMENT
ALM CALL NUMBER
NAL CALL NUMBER
NAL SUBJECT CATEGORY NUMBER
UDC NUMBER
LOCAL CALL NUMBER

MAIN ENTRY
PERSONAL NAME

TITLE
CORPORATE NAME
CONFERENCE OR MEETING

TITLE
CORPORATE NAME WITH FORM SUBHEADING

TITLE
UNIFORM TITLE HEADING

TITLE

SUPPLIED TITLES
UNIFORM TITLE
ROMANIZED TITLE
TRANSLATED TITLE

T TLE PARAGRAPH
TITLE
EDITION STATEMENT

IMPRINT,

PLACE
PUBLISHER
DATE(s)
COLLATION
BIBLIOGRAPHIC PRIDE
CONVERTED PRICE

SERIES NOTES
PERSONAL NAME (TRACED THE SAME)

TITLE
CORPORATE NAME (TRACED THE SAME)
CONFERENCE (TRACED THE SAME)

TITLE
TITLE (TRACED THE SAME)
SERIES UNTRACED OR TRACED DIFFERENTLY
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.Tag

5 o o
5 1 o
5 2 0
5 3 o
5 4 o
5 5 0
5 6 o

6 o o
6 o 8
6 1 o
6 1 1
6 1 8
6 2 o
6 2 8
6 3 o
6 3 8*
6 5 o
6 5 1

6 5 2

6 5 3

6 5 5

6 5 6
6 5 7
6 6 0
6 7 0

6 9 o

7 0 o
7 0 8
7 1 0
7 1 1
7 1 8
7 2 0
7 2 8

7 3 0
7 3 8*
7 4 o
7 5 3

Variable Field Data Element
BIBLIOGRAPHIC NOTES
BIBLIOGRAPHY NOTE
DISSERTATION NOTE
CONTENTS NOTE ;FORMATTED)
"BOUND WITH" NOTE
"L/MITED USE" NOTE
GENERAL NOTES (ALL OTHERS)
ABSTRACT

SUBJECT ADDED ENTRY
PERSONAL NAME

TITLE
CORPORATE NAME
CONFERENCE OR MEETING

TITLE
CORPORATE NAME WITH FORM SUBHEADING

TITLE
UNIFORM TITLE HEADING

TITLE
TOPICAL
GEOGRAPHIC NAMES
POLITICAL JURISDICTION ALONE OR

WITH SUBJECT SUBDIVISIONS
PROPER NAMES NOT CAPABLE OF

AUTHORSHIP
GENERAL SUBDIVISIONS (OTHER THAN

PERIOD AND FUZE)
PERIOD SUBDIVISION
PLACE SUBDIVISION
NLM SUBJECT HEADINGS (MESH)
NAL AGRICULTURAL/BIOLOGICAL

VOCABULARY
LOCAL SUBJECT HEADING SYSTEMS

OTHER ADDED ENTRIES
PERSONAL NAME

TITLE
CORPORATE NAME
CONFERENCE OR MEETING

TITLE
CORPORATE NAME WITH FORM SUBHEADING

TITLE
UNIFORM TITLE HEADING

TITLE
TITLE TRACED DIFFERENTLY
PROPER NAMES NOT CAPABLE OF

AUTHORSHIP

SERIES ADDRD ENTRIES
8 0 0 PERSONAL NAME
8 0 8 TITLE
8 1 0 CORPORATE NAME
8 1 1 CONFERENCE OR MEETING
8 1 8 TITLE
8 4 0 TITLE
9 0 0 BLOCK OF 100 NUMBERS FOR LOCAL USE

Rare but occasionally found in
old cataloging



Variable Fields Data Elements

LEGEID EXTENSION (Tag I 01012 1 )

This field may be used to include additional information

about the legend or record directory.* The Library of Congress

will not use this field at this time.

LANGUAGES (Tag rc-A-(3-F- )

This field will only be used when the work is multilingual

or a translation. If the work is in a sing1 e. language, the language

will be recorded in the fixed field and there will be no variable

field J01013]. For multilingual works, the languages of the text

will be recorded in coded form.** in order of their predominance in

the text. If no language is predominant, they will be recorded in

alphabetical order. If the work includes summaries in languages other

than that of the text, these languages will be recorded in alphabeti-

cal order following the languages of the text. A delimiter will

separate the two groups, allowing the user to mask out summaries if

desired.

A three-character code will be assigned to each language.

An indicator will be associated with the languages tag when the work

is a translation.

Multi-Language = 0

Translation = 1

When a work has been translated, the languages will be

recorded in the following order:

(I) Language of work

(2) Language from which it was translated

*For information on how this field may be used, see Appendix X.
**The MARC I language codes are currently being re-examined for
accuracy and completeness.
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(3) Original language

In most cases, (2) and (3) will be the same and the

language will only be recorded in (2).

Examples: 11012,0 ENGSFREGERRUS

Tag Indicator

Where the text is in English with French, German and

and Russian summaries

10 0 2 TI ENGFRE

N/
Tag Indicator

Where a work in English is a translation from the French

1

1

ENGGERSWE

Tag Indicator

Where a work in English is a translation from a German

text which was originally published in Swedish.

All numbers, such as call number, card number, etc.,

associated with the record will have a 0 (zero) as the first charac-

ter of the tag. Indicators to be used with the number fields are

described in conjunction with the fields. Only those indicators

are described which have been specified up to this time.

A. Control Numbers

1. LC Card Number (Tag j 01110 1)

This field is reserved for those libraries that wish to



carry the Library of Congress card number in the record

along with their own control number. The Library of

Congress will carry the LC card number in the Variable

Control Number Field.

2. National Bibliography Number (Tag 011[11 )

This is a control number similar to the LC card number.

When the Library of Congress derives its cataloging

information from an entry in a foreign national bibliog-

raphy, the number of the entry is included on the catalog-

ing record. If there is more than one national bibliography

number, they will be separated by delimiters.

3. Standard Book Number (Tad 011121 )

This number is a device for bibliographic control which

is to be implemented by the American and British book

trade. The introduction of electronic data processing

techniques in the publishing industry makes identification

by number more efficient than identification by other more

traditional bibliographic elements. A computer file is

more readily accessible if arranged by number than a com-

bination of alphabetic characters. The standard book

numbering scheme intends to coordinate all the various

numbering systems already existing in the publishing

industry in order to give each title published a unique

and similarly structured number by which it may be ordered.
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As presently planned in England,* this number will be

printed on the verso of the title page of each book.

The number has nine digits which are separated into

three functional parts: (1) a publisher's prefix,

(2) the title number, and (3) a check digit. The pub-

lisher's prefix can be from two to seven digits in

length and is allocated to publishers according to

their current rate of title output. The largest pub-

lishers will have the shortest prefixes. The second

part of the number identifies the particular title and

expands the number to eight digits. For example, the

publisher with a two-digit publisher's prefix is

assigned a six-digit title number, i.e. 000,001 999,999,

and the publisher with a seven-digit prefix is assigned

a one-digit title number, i.e. 1-9. This is for a

computer validity check and guards against a wrong

number being accepted and, thus, a wrong book processed.

The check digit system, i.e. modulus 11, sometimes re-

quires a check digit of "10." Since it is desirable to

stay within the limitations of nine digits, it is neces-

sary to carry the Roman numeral "X" in the check digit

position for "10."

*Standard Book Numbering Agency, Standard Book Numbering (London,

1967).
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The standard book nnmber will be printed in the book

in the following style: The prefix abbreviatioa "SBN"

followed by a colon, space, the publisher's prefix,

space, title number, space, check digit. A sample

follows:

SBN: 949999 00 8

In a computer format the "SBN:" abbreviation and the

spaces will be suppressed so that the number occupies

no more than 9 character positions. With spaces

removed it could be impossible to tell which part of

the number is the publisher's prefix and which part

is the title number. This problem has been solved by

assigning publisher prefixes only within a certain

range of numbers for a given number of digits. For

example, three-digit publisher prefixes are assigned

between the numbers 200 to 699; four-digit prefixes

are assigned between 7000 to 8499. The length of the

publisher prefixes can be determined by looking at the

first two digits of the standard book number. This

method of allocating publisher prefixes also avoids

the possibility of two publishers assigning the same

standard book number to two different books.

The plan outlined above, however, is not completely

fixed and is subject to some possible modifications.
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Because the number as presently structured may be

difficult to handle in large data banks, it is

possible that a two-digit year code, i.e. imprint

date, might be added to the number, similar to the

system used with the LC card number. In addition,

because the SBN system may be adopted in other

countries, there is a possibility that a two-digit

country of Imprint code will be assigned. This will

make the number 13 digits long. At the time of writing

this report, no firm decisions have been made on these

two points.

The publishing industry in the United States is

planning to adopt essentially the British scheme. It

has been determined that publisher's prefix numbers

can be assigned from the same set of numbers used by

the British. Library of Congress cataloging will

include the standard book number as a descriptive

bibliographic data element on its printed cards. The

MARC format will carry this number as a variable field.

However, because the data will be fixed in length, it

can be considered a fixed field for programming purposes.

At the time this report was written, the number codes

for publisher identification were not yet available. It

is expected that these will soon be distributed through
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book trade sources. The development of the standard

book number made the inclusion of a separate publisher's

code unnecessary in the MARC format.

4. PL 480 Number (Tag 01113
I

)

All material acquired by the Library of Congress for

distribution to other libraries under the PL 480

Program is assigned a PL 480 number.

Example: PL 480:UAR-8425

5. Search Code (Tag 1211 1 4 i )

This field has been reserved for a feature that may have

great utility in the future. The premise is that a

machine-readable bibliographic record needs some method

of rapid identification when the control number is not

known. It is hoped that by combining a set number of

characters from certain critical data fields an alpha-

numeric code can be derived which identifies the work

with statistically acceptable accuracy, e.g. ten

characters from the title, five from the main entry, two

from date, three from pagination, etc. Searching this

coded field would be more efficient than searching

through several variable-length fields. If the control

number for a particular work was not available, the

search code could be derived simply from the work in

hand and then used to search the file for its cataloging
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record. The actual structure of this code needs

further research.* For the present the Library of

Congress MARC records will not use this field.

6. Local System Number (Tag 01119

This field allows the local institution to identify

and use its awn control number in association with

any MARC record. Many libraries may choose to

organize their machine-readable bibliographic files

by an accession number or some other kind of control

number rather than the LC card number. This field

can also be used to identify any original cataloging

by the local institution.

B. Classification Numbers

1. BNB Classification Number (Tag .,01210 t)

This field is reserved for the British National

Bibliography classification number. The Library of

Congress will not supply this number at the present

time.

2. Dewey Decimal Classification Number (Tag '01310i )

This field will contain the complete Dewey Decimal

Classification Number, Some Dewey numbers are pre-

fixed by a "j." When such a number appears in a MARC

record, the "j" will follow the Dewey number separated

*See Appendix VI for a description of an experimental code presently
being input on bibliographic records at the University of Chicago.
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by two spaces and will be enclosed in parentheses.

The "j" is used for juvenile titles, and the numbers

have been assigned from the 9th abridged edition of

the Dewey Classification. Those cards in the Annotated

Card program may have an "E" for easy book and "Fic"

for fiction provided in the place of the Dewey number

when appropriate.

Since early 1967 the Dewey number has in many instances

been printed in up to three segments. The purpose of

this segmenting is to allow libraries to cut long num-

bers without assigning professional talent to the task.

On the Library of Congress printed card the segmenting

will be shown by the prime mark. In the MARC record

a slash will be substituted to indicate the number seg-

ment because the prime mark will not be included in

the MARC character set. It is anticipated that users

will suppress this character in any print programs.

For further detail on segmenting the Dewey number see

Library of Congress Cataloginz Service Bulletin No. 78

(December, 1966). If there is more than one Dewey

number, they will be separated by delimiters.

3. Library of Congress Call Number (Tag' 0 5 0 )

This field will contain a complete Library of Congress

call number or a Library of Congress class number only,
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or it will be blank. When a complete call number is

given the class number portion will be separated from

the book number portion by a delimiter.

Example: JK609$.M2

This will be done manuall,y since in the Library of

Congress Classification Scheme the first cutter number

is not necessarily the book number.

Example: RT81.U6$N29

The presence of a class number oily indicates that the

Library of Congress cataloged the publication but has not

added it to its collections and does not expect to do so.

On the standard Library of Congress printed card such

class numbers are enclosed within brackets. On a MARC

record brackets will not be used for this purpose. An

indicator will show whether the book has been added to

the Library's collections as follows:

Book is in LC = 0

Book is not in LC = 1

The absence of a Library of Congress call number or elass

number indicates that the publication has been assigned to

the Law Library of the Library of Congress.

Under the present gystem, the Library assigns clay one

call number to each book and this number serves not only

as a subject classification number but also as a shelf
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location number. If at a future time, the Library

should supply alternate class numbers to provide

additional subject access points, these numbers will

be listed after the primary call number and will be

separated by delimiters.

4. Copy, Issue, Offprint Statement (Tag 0 5 1 I )

This field will include all copies, issues, offprints,

detached copies, etc. which are added to the catalog

record. (It will not include supplements, indexes,

etc. which are related to, but are not the same as,

the work in the main record. These will be treated

as separate records. See page 48 ).

This field will be divided into two subfields. The

first subfield will contain the LC call number for the

particular copy or issue, delimited in the same way as

the main call number. The second subfield will contain

the rest of the statement. A delimiter will separate

the two fields. When no call number is given, its

absence will be shown by two delimiters at the beginning

of the field.

Examples:

[01511 I RS310$.W59$Offprint. Cover dated 1946.

1 QA152$.A247$Another issue. 104 p.
(p. 101-104 advertising matter)

0 5
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01511 1

Examples (cont.

1511 1 JA38$.N54$Copy 2. Not numbered.
Extra illustrated.

$$Another issue. Calcutta, 1964.

This tag may be repeated as often as necessary.

5. National Library of Medicine Call Number (Tag 0 161_0

This field will contain a complete NLM call number,

NLM class number only, or it will be blank. When a

complete call number is given, the class number portion

will be separated from the book number portion by a

delimiter. NLM presently assigns only one call number

to each book; however, it plans to supply alternate call

numbers or class numbers in the future to provide addi-

tional subject access points. If alternate class numbers

are supplied, these numbers will be listed after the

primary call number and will be separated by delimiters.

6. National Agricultural Library Call Number (Tag101710 I).

This field will contain the complete NAL call number,

which serves as a shelf location number. The class number

portion of the call number will be separated from the book

number portion by a delimiter. This number will be included

only when supplied by the National Agricultural Library.

an
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Two classification schemes are represented in NAL

call numbers. Through 1965, the collection was

classified with the Scheme of Classification for the

United States Department of Agriculture Library, In

1966, NAL adopted the Library of Congress classifica-

tion system, but the existing collection was not

reclassified. Therefore, entries for new titles

cataloged beginning 1966 bear the LC classification;

but entries for serial analytics and for changed

author or title entries for previously cataloged

serials retain the original call number.

Publications issued by the United States Department

of Agriculture were for many years classed in the

number "1" and its subdivisions. From late 1953

through 1965, these titles were distinguished by

assigning an "A" before the classification number.

Since 1966, an "a" has been prefixed to the LC classi-

fication number in the call numbers for Department

publications.

7. National Agriaultural Library Subject Category Number

(Tag i 017111 )

This field will contain the NAL subject category

number. This number represents the broad subject
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area to which the publication belongs, such as

Animal Science or Forestry. It does not serve

as a shelf location number. The category num-

bers are taken from the Agricultural/Biological

Subject Category List, developed by the NAL

Agricultural Vocabulary Project. This number

will be included only when supplied by the

National Agricultural Library.

8. Universal Decimal Classification Number (Tag I 018101 )

This field is reserved for the UDC number.

The Library of Congress will not supply this

number at the present time.

9. Local Call NuMber (Tag I 019 0

This information has been included in the

communications format because it is considered

important for future interlibrary communications.

For example, in regional or university systems

the holdings of other libraries may well be very

useful information, especially if union catalogs

are being developed. This field is made up of

three subfields divided by delimiters as follows:

1 019101 Call number$Holding collection code$
Number of copies
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The use of all the subfields is strictly optional

in the communications format and depends on the

local situation. The subfields are defined as

follows:

a. Call Number. This number will be entered

in accordance with the practice of the

local library system. It may be repeated

for as many different call numbers and/or

holding collections as there are in the

local library system.

b. Holding Collection Code. This code will

be developed by the local library system

to identify the various collections or

branches which make up the system, e.g.

Rare Book Room, Geology Library, etc.

The codes will apply only to the local

library. This feature is considered

desirable because if interlibrary loan

requests in a cooperating group of librar-

ies can be addressed to the specific

holding collection, much time could be

saved in processing the request.
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c. Number of Copies. In association with each

call number and holding collection, a library

may wish to record the number of copies to be

found on that particular shelf location.

Some sample entries in this field, all of

which could apply to the same catalog record,

would appear as follows:

PE1111.K62$MRR$2
PN3 5 . H4$PRR$1
PN35. H41, BRIO 0

PA6279 . A45$HUM11.1

PRI 901 .A3no . 28$HU101

This tag may be repeated as often as necessary.

Indicators may be used with this field if desired

to provide local information.
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MAIN ENTRY (Tag

A. Tags. This field will be defined by a three-digit tag.

The first digit of the tag will be a "1." The second

and third digit of the tag, and the format of the data

in the field will be determined by the type of heading used

as a main entry (see section on headings, page 31 ).

Examples: 0 Smith, Randolph Arthur.

111110! California.Pniversity.$College of
Environmental Design.

The absence of a main entr ta will indicate that the work

is entered under title.

B. Indicators. The first indicator used with the main entry

field will describe two levels of information. The first

level will indicate the type of name and will be used only

with personal name and corporate name headings.

Personal name Corporate name

Forename = 0 Surname (inverted) = 0

Single Surname = 1 Place or, Place + Name = 1

Multiple Surname = 2 Name (direct order)= 2

Name of Family = 3

The second level will be used with all kinds of main entries

and will indicate whether the main entry is also the subject

of the work. This will be shown as follows:
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Main entry is not aubject = 0

Main entry is subject = 1

Both levels of information will be shawn in the same

indicator position by a stacked code.

ol o Personal name 44C)
-pol o
14 o r1
CD -4-) CD ra0 0

FOrM of Name g 0 9-1
M 0
14 -P M

Forename 0

Single Surname

Multiple Surname

Name of %idly

1 1

Corporate name

Form of Name

Surname (inverted)

Place, or Place + Name

Name (direct order)

Example:

0

1 5

2 6

Main entry--corporate name
entered under place. Main

entry is also subject.

1 1[0 5

Tag Indicator
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TITLES

A. Uniform Title (Tag 1 210101

This field includes both uniform titles printed on LC

cards and those which the Library types on printed cards

for use in its own catalogs.* An indicator will be used

to show whether the uniform title is found on the LC

printed card as follows:

Not printed on LC cards = 0

Printed on LC cards = 1

Example: 010( De bello Gallico. French.

Tag Indicator

The delimiter will not be used with this field.

B. Romanized Title (Tag

This field contains the Romanized form of the title when

this title appears in a non-Roman alphabet. An indicator

with this field may be used to generate a title added entry

upon print-out.

No title added entry = 0

Title added entry =

This field will not be used by the Library of Congress until

MARC is extended to cover materials in non-Roman alphabets.

The delimiter will not be used with this field.

*For a more complete description of the Library's policy on
Uniform Titles, see Appendix VII.
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C. Translated Title (Tag 21 21 0

The Library of Congress does not translate titles as part

of its cataloging process. This field will be reserved for

the use of other libraries.

D. Title Statement (Tag 21410

This field will contain the title and all information up

to but not including the edition statement. A full title is

defined as the distinguishing name of any work and includes

the subtitle and alternate title when present. The short

title is that part of the title up to the first logical

breakusually a punctuation mark. The remainder of the

title is that part of the full title (including subtitles,

alternative titles, and titles in other languages) after the

short title. The remainder of the title page transcription

generally includes statements of authorship, illustration,

etc.

The title statement will be divided into three subfields

divided by delimiters, according to the following pattern:

21 4 Short title$Remainder of title$Remainder
of title page transcription

If any subfield is not present a delimiter will be included

to show its absence unless the delimiter would fall at the

end of the field.
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Examples: 1214 0...] Sold for silver;$an autobiography$
by Janet Lim.

2[4(0

2 410

The Anglo-Korean dictionary.$$Begun
by J. Wade; rev., enl., and
completed by Mrs. J. P. Binney.

Bird hybrids,$a check-list.

An indicator will be used with I 214101to show whether a title

added entry is in exactly the form recorded in the short title

portion of the title statement as follows:

No title added entry in this form = 0

Title added entry to be traced in this form = 1

For titles to be traced in a different form, see tag 7-1410

page 100.



EDITION STATEMENT AND REMAINDER OF TITLE PAGE TRANSCRIPTION

(Tag 12 5101

This field will be divided into two subfields separated

by a delimiter. The first subfield will contain the edition state-

ment proper. For the purposes of this format the edition statement

will include all the descriptive words and numbers describing the

edition up through the word "edition" or its equivalent, and any

terms such as "revised" or "enlarged" which immediately follow it.

The remainder of the information included in the field up to, but

ilot including, the imprint, will be included in the second sub-

field. The delimiter will be omitted when the second subfield ic

not present.

Examples: 215 0

2

2d ed., rev, and en1.$by
W. H. Chaloner

5 0 I [Lst English-language ed.]

[215 0 I [Lst ed. in the U. S. A.]

New rev, and enl, ed4With
appendix: The coins and
banknotes of the British
Mandatory Government of
Palestine.

215101 4. Aufl.$Mit 55 Abbildungen.
(Ubers. aus dem Russischen
von Hardwin Jungclaussen)

The indicator will not be used with this field.
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01 New York, [ 21611

IMPRINT (Tag 2 6

The first two digits of the imprint tag will be "26."

The third character will define the data element in the imprint as

follows:

0 Place

21611 1 Publisher

21612 Date(s)

In the Catalog Card Sample over 90 per cent of the occur-

rences of imprint fell into two patterns:

Place--Publisher--Date(s) e.g. New York, Grove Press, 1965.

Place--Date(s) e.g. Washington, 1954.

However, the AA Rules provide that "if a city in the United States,

with or without an American publisher, is named in a secondary posi-

tion in a work containing a foreign imprint, it is included in

addition to the foreign imprint."

Example: 610

2 6

Paris,

0 I Chicago, 216 1

Gauthier.:Villars,

University of

Chicago Press, J 2 6 21 1965.

If the publisher's name is the same in both countries, the imprint is:

2 610 j London,

14612 11965, c1964.

Another rule provides

216 Macmillan,

for including the publisher and

his distributing agent in the imprint when both are named. Using
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21612.

II
hypothetical examples, the tagged imprint would appear under

this rule as follows:

I2)610 I Chicago, 1 Printed by University of

Chicago for the MUseum of Natural History, 12[6

1966.

[216 New York, 1 Published by Harcourt,

21612 I 1964.Brace, for A. M. Kelley, bookseller,

2

No attempt will be made to separately tag publisher and agent. For

the purposes of this format all variations suggested above will be

considered part of the single publisher field.

In many cases, there is more than one date expressed in

the imprint. Because dates have been included in the fixed fields,

the dates in the variable field will be tagged only once.

Example: 1965, cl964

The publisher is sometimes omitted from the imprint

because it is the same as the main entry. When this situation

occurs, a publisher field will be tagged even though the data is

not present. The data field will contain only an indicator set

to 1 showing that the name of the publisher is to be found in the

main entry.
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Example: 2 6 0 Washington, 2 2 6 2 1 1967.

Tag Indicator

No indicators will be used with tags 260 and 262. No

delimiters will appear with this field in the machine record.



COLLATION (Tag 13 01 0

The collation will be divided into four subfields con-

taining pagination or volume, illustrations, height, and thickness.

These subfields will be separated by delimiters as follows:

1310101 Pagination or volumes$Illustration statement$

Height$Thickness

If a subfield is not present, a delimiter will be included to show

its absence. The Library of Congress will not record thickness at

present. The indicator will not be used with this field.

PRICE (Tags 3 5 0 and 1 316101 )

A. Bibliographic Price (Tag { 31 51 0 ) is the list price at the

time of publication expressed in the currency of the country

of publication. The Library of Congress will supply this

price only when the information is readily available.

B. Converted Price (Tag 1 316 1 ) is the price derived by

converting local currency into U.S. dollars. The Library

of Congress will not supply a converted price. This field

is reserved for use by other libraries.

No indicators or delimiters will be used with these fields.
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1

1

SERIES NOTES (Tag

All fields containing series notes will be defined

by a three-digit tag. The first digit of the tag will be a

"4." Series notes may be repeated as often as necessary and

in any order.

A. Author/Title Series Notes--where series added entry is

traced in the same form. (Tags i 4 oi 411 0 1 1

1. Tags. The second and third digits of this tag will

be derived according to the general rules for head-

ings, page 31. The title portion will have its

own tag. The first two characters of the tag will

be the same as those used to define the heading.

The third character will be an "8." When the series

is numbered, a delimiter will separate the number

from the rest of the series.

2. Indicators.

a. Indicators for the form of name used in the

series note will be assigned according to

the general rules for indicators used with

headings, page 31.

b. An indicator will be used when the author

portion of the series is represented by a

pronoun referring to the main entry.
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Example: Main entry--New York University. C. J.,Devine
Institute of Finance

Series note--(Its Bulletin, no. 26)

will produce the following series note field:

14111016] (Its 1411181 Bulletin4no. 26)

y
Tag indicator

c. These two indicators will appear in the record

in the first indicator position by way of a

stacked code.

1 +)

2
Personal name/ Mk Mk
title series ri 9-1 -I-)

o
$44 rzl

44 o 44 o
4-1 -P

0 A
Type of Name

Forename

Single Surname

Multiple Surname

Name of Family*

0 4

1 5

2 6

3 7

*Although it is not anticipated that the name of a family will

be used as the author portion of a series note, it is included

here for consistency.



4

4

1 Corporate name/ +5

title series
-I 0 n-I 4-)
W

1

P4

nq

0
ta F-i

W P fq0 Z, 0
+) +) +) 01-1

TYpe of Name 0 o OA

Surname (inverted)

Place, or Place + Name

Name (direct order)

0 4

5

2 6

Example: 411jO12 1 (Society for Applied Anthropology

Tag Indicator

1 4 1_81 Monograph$no. 70)

3. These tags may be used to generate a series added entry

when the record is printed.

B. Title Series Notes--where series added entry is traced in the

same form. (Tag 1 414101 )

When the series is numbered, a delimiter will separate

the number from the rest of the series. The indicator

will not be used with this tag. This tag may be used to

generate a series added entry when the record is printed.

Example: 4[4101 (Southwestern studies,$v. 1, no. 4)

C. Series Not Traced or Traced Differently (Tag 4 9 0 )

This field will include series which are not traced or

are traced in a form different from that in the series note.
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An indicator will show if the series is traced as follows:

Series Is Not Traced = 0

Series Is Traced in Different Form = 1

This kind of series will not be formatted or delimited.

Example: (Schriften des Vereins fur
Socialpolitik, n.F.,
Bd. 28)



BIBLIOGRAPHIC NOTES (Tag 5

The first digit of a note tag will be a "5." The

second digit will define the type of note. The third digit

will generally be a 0 (zero). Types of notes will be tagged

as follows:

5 0 0

1 51110

I 5 210

5 0

1514 0

1 5151°

5f6 0

Bibliography note

Dissertation note

Contents note (Formatted)*

"Bound with" note

"Limited use" note

General notes (all others)

Abstracts

Tags for notes may be repeated as often as necessary

and in any order. No indicators or delimiters will be used with

these fields at present.

*Some contents notes appear as informal statements; some appear

in formatted form after the words "Contents" or "Partial Contents."

These notes contain a great deal of information to which there is

no ready access, Some users of machine systems would like each

element in a contents note to be tagged and formatted so that a

user might be able to search and retrieve or print out analytical

listings of the authors and titles contained therein. There are

many problems involved in tagging these elements. The primary

one appears to be the fact that in most cases the author is given

in direct form, i.e. W. H. Smith, rather than inverted form, i.e.

Smith, W. H. It is possible that an algorithm might be written to

invert these names in the machine. Such names as E. Simoes de

Paula and A. S. de Bustamente y Sirven add to the complexity of

this task. Other problems concern such matters as whether items

in contents notes should be delimited or tagged, and if tagged,
where a directory of these tags should be located. For the time
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SUBJECT ADDED ENTRIES (Tag 6 ).

The first digit of the tag will be a "6." The second

and third digits will define the type of heading or the type of

subject heading system. Tags may be repeated as often as neces-

sary and in apy order.

A. LC Subiect Headings. At the Library of Congress, nine cate-

gories of main subject headings and three categories of subject

heading subdivisions have been defined. The first four which

are common to all types of entries will be tagged, formatted,

and delimited according to the general rules for headings,

page 31.

1. Personal Names (Tag 161010-.). This category includes:

a. Names of actual persons, capable of authorship.

b. Names of families, e.g. McAllister Family.

c. Titles of books entered under personal author,

e.g. Gide, Andre Paul Guillaume, 1869-1951.

Prometheus misbound.

d. Any of the above with yubject subdivisions.

The indicators used with personal names will be as

follows:

Forename = 0

Single Surname = 1

being, the MARC II format will not include tags or delimiters for
the elements within contents notes. Formatted contents notes will
be tagged 520. Informal contents notes will be tagged with th,
general 550. The formatted contents note is tagged separately/to
allow other libraries to locate this field easily if they wis4 to
generate an analytical record.
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Multiple Surname = 2

Name of Family = 3

2. Corporate Names (Tags 611101 and I 611111),. This

category includes:

a. Names of organized bodies, established under their

own names or under the political jurisdiction

in which they are located or of which they are

a part. (The name of a political jurisdiction

standing alone will be tagged( 6(5121. See

Category 7.)

b. Entities such as ships which are sometimes used as

author entries.

c. Titles of books entered under corporate author.

d. Any of the above with subject subdivisions.

The indicators used with corporate names will be as

follows:

Surname (inverted) = 0

Place, or Place + Name = 1

Name (direct order) = 2

3. Corporate Names with Form Subheadings (Tag 16(2

No indicators will be used with this field.

4. Uniform Title Headings (Tag 1613(01 ). This category

will also include all titles of works entered under title

such as "The Atlantic." No indicators or delimiters will

be used with this field.
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5. Topical Subject Headings (Tag J 615101 ). This

category includes general terms such as "dogs"

or "chemistry" of the type listed in the LC list

of subject headings. It also includes systematic

names of families, genera, species in botany and

zoology, and chemical compounds. No indicators

or delimiters will be used with this field.

6. Geographic Names (Tag I6i511 1 ). This category

includes:

a. Natural features, e.g. bays, capes, rivers,

mountains, deserts, etc.

b. Geographical regions, e.g. names of continents,

land masses, etc.

c. Archeological sites.

d. Parks, etc.

No indicators or delimiters will be used with this field.

7. Political Jurisdictionsalone or subdivided by subject

terms. (Tag 61512 ).

(Political jurisdictions subdivided by names of

organized bodies will be considered Corporate Names,

Category 2.)

No indicators or delimiters wil/ be used with this field.

8. Proper Names not Capable of Authorship (Tag J 615(3

This category includes:
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a. Structures, e.g. bridges, canals, etc.

b. Names of animals, e.g. Lassie, etc.

c. Mythological names

d. Names of events and holidays, e.g. Battle

of Tannenberg, etc.

No indicators or delimiters will be used with this field.

9. Each gubject subdivision will have its own tag as follows:

5151 Subdivisions other than period or place6

Period Subdivision615 6

Place Subdivision6 517

Examples:

6 5 01 Art--

6 5 0

6 0 0

5 Hist.--i 615

Zoology-- i 6 Cocos Island

19th century.

1 1 Sheridan, Philip Henry,441831-1888--161515

Juvenile
fiction

615i21 Gt. 6i5 5

l660--1 6 5 5

Hist.-

Sources

61516 Puritan
Revolution,

No indicators or delimiters will be used with the sub-

division fields.

B. NLM-MESH (Medical Subject Headings) Tag numbers 1 6 6 0 -I 616191

will be reserved for the use of NLM subject headings. Tagl 6i6i0i

will be used for the main headings, tagi 6 6i1 1 for topical
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subheadings, 61612j for geographic subheadings,

for time period subheadings, andl 61614

6161 3

for form subheadings.

The Library of Congress will include these only when they are

supplied by NLM. These tags may be repeated as often as

necessary and in any order.

C. NALAgricultural/Biological Vocabulary (Tag (617101 ) This

field will be reserved for subject headings used by the National

Agricultural Library. This tag may be broken down to indicate

different types of subjects by NAL. The Library of Congress

will include these only when they are supplied by NAL. This

tag may be repeated as often as necessary.

D. Local Subject Heading Systems (Tag161910

be reserved for use by other libraries.

). This field will



ADDED ENTRIES (Other than Subject or Series) (Tag (7
)

A. agl

The first digit of an added entry will be a "7." The second

and third digits of the tag will be derived according to the

general rules for tagging headings, page 31 with two additions:

1. A title which is traced in a different form from the

short title, will be tagged j 7 410 (When the

title added entry is the same as the short title,

it will not exist as a separate field in the record,

but there will be an indicator in the title statement

which may be used to automatically generate a title

added entry.)

2. A proper name not capable of authorship will be tagged

5 3

These tags may be repeated as often as necessary.

B. Indicators

1. Indicators for the form of name used in the added entry

will be assigned according to the general rules for

indicators used with headings, page 31

2. An indicator showing the type of added entry will be

added to the field to facilitate fil4ng.

a. Alternative entries: A 0 (zero) indicator will

show that the added entry could be subfiled by

title. This indicator will be used when an added
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entry is likely to be thought of as an author of

the work. The following categories are typical:

1) Most corporate added entries

2) Personal added entries without designation of

function

3) "Joint author" and "joint compiler" added entries

4) "Supposed author," etc., added entries

5) Personal and corporate added entries with legal

designations such as "defendant"

6) Added entries for proper names not capable of

authorship.

7) "Editor" added entries when the main entry is

not a personal name

b. Secondary entries: A "1" indicator will show that the

added entry could be subfiled by main entry. This

indicator will be used with all added entries not

otherwise covered including the following:

1) Title traced differently added entries

2) Non-analytical title or author-title general

secondary entries

3) Illustrators, translators, and arrangers

4) Editors when main entry is a personal name

c. Analytical entries: A "2" indicator will show that the

added entry could be subfiled according to the following
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elements (if necessary): (1) date, (2) place,

and (3) publisher. This will be used with

analytical title or author-title added entries.

3. The indicators for form of name and type of added entry will

appear in the record in the first indicator position by way

of a stacked code.

0

7 1 0

1

Personal Name

Forename

Single Surname

Multiple Surname

Name of Family

Corporate Name

Surname (inverted)

Place, or Place + Name

Name (direct order)

A

@ D H

A E I

B F J
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I 712101 Corporate Name with Form Subheading

Alternative Entry = 0

Secondary Entry = 1

Analytical Entry = 2

1 71310] Uniform Title Heading

Alternative Entry = 0

Secondary Entry = 1

Analytical Entry = 2

7 4 0 'Title Traced Differently

The indicator will not be used with this field.

j 7 3i Proper Names Not Capable of Authorship

The indicator will not be used with this field.
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SERIES ADDED ENTRIES (Tag 1 81 1 1).

This field will only be used for those series which

are traced in a different form from the series notes.* The

first digit of the tag will be an "8." Series added entry tags

may be repeated as often as necessary and in any order.

A. Series entered under author

1. Tags.

The second and third digits of this tag will be derived

according to the general rules for headings, page 31.

The title portion will have its own tag. The first two

characters of the tag will be the same as those used to

define the heading. The third character will be an "8."

Whenever the series has a number, a delimiter will

separate it from the rest of the series.

2. Indicators.

Indicators for the form of name of personal or corporate

author will be as follows:

Personal name Corporate name

Forename = 0 Surname (inverted) = 0

Single Surname = 1 Place, or Place + Name = 1

Multiple Surname = 2 Name (direct order) = 2

Name of Family = 3

*For series added entries traced in the same form as that in the

notes, see section on series notes, pages 90-93)
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Example:

184110111 (Mexico (City)$Universidad Nacional.$
Instituto de Inveltigaciones

Yg Indicator Historicae. j8Jl Sane de
historia gener 5

B. Series entered under title (Tag )

Whenever the series has a number, a delimiter will separate

the number from the rest of the series. The indicators will not

be used with this tag.
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A MNEMONIC INPUT TAGGING SCHEME APPENDIX I

In the past it has been common for MARC workers tagging
bibliographic information for conversion to machine-readable form
to have to look up each tag on a reference list. In fact, the
list was printed directly on the MARC input worksheet to facilitate
the look-up. It seems apparent, however, that the complexity of
the codes in certain parts of the MARC II format would make con-
stant look-ups time-consuming and tiresome. In areas where indica-
tors include stacked codes, such as tags 010101 and I 71010j the

chance for error would be great and the possibility of memorizing
the entire scheme remote. The new format was obviously conceived
as a scheme for recording information in computerized form; what
must be added is a method for tagging the data for input--a method
designed for the convenience of people rather than for ease in
processing or searching.

Just as programmers are used to working with numerical
digits, so librarians commonly hanffle data in the form of words.
The obvious answer to the input tagging problem, therefore, would
be to use words as tags. It would be simple for a translate program
in the computer to change "Title" to Elogn , for example, or
"Publisher" to 21611 . But full word tags can get excessively
long, and although it is certainly possible, it is also somewhat
cumbersome to ask the computer to record tag la 0 11 for "Subject
added entry, Corporate Name, Place and name." In add tion, such
a word-tag scheme presents serious physical problems connected
with the preparation of the cataloging data. How much space will
be needed on the worksheet for such lengthy tags, and how long
will a cataloger spend writing them?

By modifying the word-tag system one could easily develop
a list of mnemonic tags using abbreviations. One could soon learn,
for example, to recognize ME as Main Entry, SER as a Series Note,
and SUB as a Subject Added Entry, although even abbreviations can
get quite long. It would probably be necessary to elaborate SER
into SERNO and SERAD to distinguish Series Notes from Series Added
Entries, and by the time one has added CORP for a corporate name,
or CORPFORM or CORPF for a corporate name with a form subheading,
the result can easily be a tag such as SUB:CORP:PLA for a sub'ect
added entry with a corporate name sub-filed by plade 1 or

AE:UT:SE for an added entr consisting of a uniform title that is
a secondary entry
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A Mnemonic Input Tagging Scheme (cont.' APPENDIX I

Such a tagging scheme can no doubt work and work quite
well. It uses terms librarians are familiar with and imposes on
the machine the job of converting natural language--or at least
a code derived from what is natural language to a librarian--to
numeric tags. At the Library of Congress, though, it would be
necessary to carry the compromise with word-tags a step further.
Tags often have to be written on printed LC catalog cards where
an already established card file is being converted, and any
tagging scheme used must occupy a minimum of space on the work-
sheet. Also, observation of data preparation during the first year
of MARC seems to indicate that the length of the individual tag is
probably as much a factor in preparation rates as the size of the
list fl-om which each tag must be selected. As a result, the system
under consideration at LC consists of a list of initial tags, none
of which uses more than three letters to represent three numeric
digits. A disadvantage of using initials rather than complete
words is that it is not possible to be consistently mnemonic.
Since the initial "S," for example, could stand for Supplied Titles,
Series Notes, Subject Added Entries, or Series Added Entries, it
was necessary to add another initial for each. A sample list of
mnemonic tags and the numerics to which they would be equated is
reproduced on pages 110-113. The list is a long one and no doubt
codes will still have to be looked up each time they are applied.
Because initials are used, however, a cataloger using the list over
a period of time should become familiar with the most commonly used
tags, and look-ups will probably drop in frequency far faster than
would be possible with numeric tags.

It should be noted that certain numeric tags are generated
by the computer from delimiters placed in the data. Thus, by for-
matting author-title entries so that they become author-delimiter-
title (e.g., "1 61010101 Joyce, James,$$1882-1941.#Finnegans Wake.")
one need only tag the first item, or author. This will occur in
every case where a tag ends in the digit

In every case a three-letter input tag will convert to a
three-digit numeric tag. Where a fourth lettef is added, that
letter will convert to a fourth digit, which will be carried with
the data as an indicator. In certain fields it is anticipated that
a fifth letter will be input, with a conversion program converting
the fourth and fifth letters into a stacked-code indicator. This
will help to avoid looking up lists of stacked codes and will per-
mit the inputting of tags and indicators by different catalogers
when this is desirable.
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A Mnemonic Input Tageing Scheme (cont.) APPENDIX I

Implementing such a tagging scheme can probably best be

done by preprinting parts of the tags on a worksheet and reserving

blocks of space for certain kinds of information, although anyone

designing such a worksheet shauld have some knowledge of how long

each field is likely to be in order to allow for the great majority

of cases. For this purpose a survey of the first 10,117 records on

the MARC data base, indicating minimum, average, and maximum lengths

of each major bibliographic element, is reproduced on page 114.

Presumably someone designing a worksheet for the recording and tag-

ging of bibliographic data would reserve a space near the top of

the sheet labeled Title Statement. This would include a space with

the tag TIL preprinted, which would be followed by enough space for

a typist to record at least 450 characters of data. Other blocks

would follow a similar pattern, although in most blocks it would

not be possible to preprint the entire tag. In the case of the

main entry only the first two letters could be preprinted, and for

the bibliographic notes none of the tags' letters could appear,

unless the scheme were changed to begin all bibliographic note tags

with B, or some other letter.

Because of other system requirements, the Library of

Congress will be unable to use a blocked input worksheetrat this

time. Examples of an idealized worksheet and the worksheet under

consideration for use at LC are shown on pages 115 and 116.

The fixed-length fields should prove quite simple to input

using simple numeric tags for identification. At the Library of

Congress past practice will probably be continued, with a series

of blocks being laid out with a simple word or phrase for identifi-

cation, a numeric tag which will be punched, and a space for the

data itself. The form of the data will be either a yes/no or X/S

indicator or a simple numeric or letter code representing a date,

a country, the form of illustration(s) present, etc. It seems

likely that with some care and foresight a worksheet which combines

people-oriented data preparation procedures with efficient input

programs for the computer can be designed to suit any individual

application.
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A Mnemonic Input Tagging Scheme (cont.) APPENDIX I

MNEMCNIC INPUT TAGGING SCHEME

Tag 11 md. Mnemonic Variable Field Data Element

0 0 3 L A N
L ANX

Languages
Li Indicator: Work Is A Translation

0 1 0
0 1 1

0 1 2
0 1 3
0 1 4
0 1 9

0 2 0
0 3 0
0 5 0

1

0 5 1
0 6 0
0 7 0
0 7 1
0 8 0
0 9 0

1 0 0

1 1 0

1 1 1
0

1 2 0
1 3 0

200

210

2 2 0

C R D
N B N
S B N
P L N
S C

B N B
D D C
C A L
CALX
C P

N L
N A L
A S C
U D C

M E P

M E C

M E M

M E F
M E U

uTIL
aROMN
A

T R A

NUMBERS
LC Card Number
National Bibliography Number
Standard Book Number
PL 480 Number
Search Code
Local System Number

KNOWLEDGE NUMBERS
BNB Classification Number
Dewey Decimal Classification Number
LC Call Number

Indicator: Book Is Not In LC
Copy Statement
NLM Call Number
NAL Call Number
NAL Subject Category Number
Universal Decimal Classification Number
Local Call Number

MAIN ENTRY
Personal Name
Forename First
Surname First
Multiple Surname
Name of Family

Corporate Name
Surname
Place and Name
Name

Meeting or Conference
Surname
Place and Name
Name

Corporate Name with Form Subheading
Uniform Title Heading

SUPPLIED TITLE
Uniform Title

Indicator: Title Is On LC Printed Card
Romanized Title

Indicator: Receives Title Added Entry
Translated Title
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A Mnemonic Input Taqi APPENDIX I

Taq & Ind, Mnemonic Variable Field Data Element

2 6 0

2 6 1

2 6 2

3 0 0

3 5 0

3 6 0

T I L

TITLE PARAGRAPH
Title

Indicator: Title Receives Added Entry

Edition Statement

IMPRINT

P L A Place

E P U B Publisher

PUBX Indicator: Publisher Is Main Entry

D A T Date
C 0 L Collation

P R I Bibliographic Price
Converted Price

1

2
3

Delimiter
S E C

-S-

P

4 1 8 Delimiter
4 4 0 S E T

4 9 0 [I S E U
S E D

5 0 0 B I B

5 1 0 D I S

5 2 0 C O N

5 3 0 B N D

5 4 0 L I

5 5 0 G E N

5 6 0 A N N

6 0 0 S U P

SERIES NOTES
Series Traced the Same
Personal Name
Forename First
Surname First
Multiple Surname
Name of Family
Title

Corporate Name
Surname
Place and Name
Name

Meeting or Conference
Surname
Place and Name
Name
Title

Title
Series Untraced

Indicator: Series Is Traced Dilferently

BIBLIOGRAPHIC NOTES
Eibliography Note
Dissertation Note
Contents Note (Formatted)
"Bound with" Note
"Limited use" Note
General Note (All Others)

Annotation or Abstract

SUBJECT ADDED ENTRIES
Personal Name

F Forename First

11
M
S Surname First

21
Multiple Surname



A Mnemonic Input Tagging Scheme (cont.) APPENDIX I

12.98.d. Mnemonic Variable Field Data Element

SUBJECT ADDED ENTRIES (cont.)

Personal Name (cont.)

Name of Family
Title

Corporate Name
Surname
Place and Name
Name

Meeting or Conference
Surname
Place and Name
Name

6 1 8 Delimiter Title
6 2 0 S U F Corporate Name with Form Subheading

6 2 8 Delimiter Title

6 3 0 S U U Uniform Title Heading

6 5 0 S U T Topical

6 5 1 S U G Geographic Name

6 5 2 S U J Political Jurisdiction (Alone or With Subdivision)

6 5 3 S U N Proper Names Not Capable of Authorship

6 5 5 S U X General Subdivision (Other Than Period or Place)

6 5 6 S U Y Period Subdivision
6 5 7 S U Z Place Subdivision
6 6 0 M S H NLM Subject Haadings (MeSH)

6 7 0 A B V NAL Agriculturalibiological Vocabulary
6 9 0 Local Subject Heading System

6 0 0

LJ
6 0 8
6 1 0

1

2

S UPw

Delimiter
S U C

6 1 1 S U M

1

2

7 0 0

7 0 8
7 1 0

7 1 1

7 1 8
7 2 0
7 2 8
7 3 0
7 4 0
7 5 3

1

2

3

0

1

2

0

1

2

OTHER ADDED ENTRIES
A E P Personal Name

Forename First
Surname First
Multiple Surname
Name of Family

Delimiter Title
A E C Corporate Name

Surname
Place and Name
Name

A E M Meeting or Conference
Surname
Place and Name
Name

Delimiter Title
A E F Corporate Name with Form Subheading

Delimiter Title
A E U Uniform Title Heading

A E D Title Traced Differently
A E N Proper Names Not Capable of Authorship

T

ii
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A Mnenomic Input Tagging Scheme (cont.) APPENDIX I

SERIES ADDED ENTRIES

8 0 0 S A P Personal Name
Forename First

1 Surname First

2 Multiple Surname

3 Name of Family

8 0 8 Delimiter Title

8 1 0 S A C Corporate Name
Surname
Place and Name
Name

8 1 1 S A M Meeting or Conference
Surname

1 Place and Name

2 Name

8 1 8 Delimiter Title

8 4 0 S A T Title

9 0 0 BLOCK CF 100 NUMBERS FCR LCCAL USE
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A Mnemonic Input Tagging Scheme (cont.) APPENDIX I

MARC RECCRDS

Minimum Average
Length Length

Maximum
Length

bLSULTS x A SURVEY OF 10,117

lariable Field Data Element

National Bibliography Number 8 10 15

Dewey Decimal Classification Number 1 7 20

LC Call Number 5 11 40

Copy Statement 20 29 43

Main Entry 6 25 171

Supplied litles 6 25 82

. 2 30 82

LJition Statement 4 12 130

Imprint 13 41 231

Collation 6 24 105

Series Notes 5 41 199

Bibliographic Notes 5 54 785 *

Subject Added Entries 4 26 166

Other Added Entries 9 28 160

Series Added Entries 1 ** 24 146

Character counts include spaces and delimiters.

* Includes annotations.

** Includes 1-digit codes.
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A Mnemonic Input Tagging Scheme (cont.) APPENDIX I

A SAMPLE INPUT WORKSHEET
USING MNEMONIC TAGS

TAGS DATA

14K Richards g James T .01923-

TILX Automation for Hogmore County libraries.EReport of a pilot projectt

conducted by James T. Richards and Daniel J. Haskell of the Information

Survey Corporation in the Centerville Public Library.

EDE

IMP New YorkFoundation for Pdblic Libraries"1967.

COL 98 p4 iilus 24 cm.

RCA/ (Foundation for Public Libraries.AAntomation seriesfilo. 10)

371D Libraries--
lea Automation.

SIUW Pdblic
Bogmore County, Pa.

5C? Centerville, Pa4Public Library.

APSA Haskell, Daniel JohnAtInt author.

Acivii Information Survey Corporation

DDC NLM/NAL/1LN

Library of Congress

SBN

Govt Pub

1.

Conf/Meet.Festschr

2. 3 .

Index

.

ME in bodj

X
Stipp No

6.

Juvenile Fiction Biography

8. 9.

Subj Area

10.

Pub key

.5-
11.

Date 1

12. ) *77
Date 2 ountry Illus forms

I .

A/ /1
Repro

16.

Content form

.

Publisher

1 .

PUBLISHER is main

entry entry

19.

s ma n

,c.

anguages
IEAI67

,..r3-.;,-. X f,-)r TRANSLATION



A Mnemonic Input Tagging Scheme (cont.)

A SAMPLE INPUT WRKSHEET UNDER CONSIDERATION
BY THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

(Produces a Temporary 3x5 Card)

APPENDIX I

BOOK

NOT IN

LC P.

LC Call No.

AL

LC Card No.

CRD 67..00000

M PS Richards, James T.11i923-
Automation for Bogmore County Libraries.$

Report of a pilot projecticonducted by James T.
Richards and Daniel J. Haskell of the Infornation
Survey Corporation in the Centerville Public
Library. .

New York,lhoundation for Public Libraries;Wi967.
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DIVISION OF CALL NUMBERS APPENDIX II

According to usual library practice the cP11 number
of a book is placed in the upper left-hand corner of the catalog
card. This call nuMber is generally broken into two or more
lines to allow it tc fit into the left margin. The attempt to
continue this practice raises miny problems when catalog cards
are generated by computer.

The first problem arises from the amount of space which
must be allowed as a left-hand margin in order to accommodate a
call number. A computer-printed card has 882 available spaces
for printing (876 when the card has a hole). This is considerably
less than the number available on an LC printed card. Therefore,
this left-hand margin should be as narrow as possible to conserve

space.

The LC call number is made up of several elements--the
class number, book number, the edition date, the volune number,

etc. Each call number contains a class number and most contain a
book number. The other elements are added as necessary. In

breaking dawn a call number it is desirable to have the divisions
occur between elements so that the resulting number will be intelli-

gible to someone who knows something about call numbers.

For example:

UG633 - Class no. is preferable to 15G63 UG

.A3763 - Book no. 3.A37 633
no.62-5 - Vol. no. 63 no. or .A37

1960 - Date 62-5 63
1960 no.

62-5
1960

The elements of a call number are frequently six or seven or more

characters long. Therefore, in order to break down the call number
in an intelligible fashion a wide left-hand margin must be provided.

A second problem arises from the difficulties devising

a set of rules for a machine to subdivide a call number anich has

been recorded in one line format, e.g. Q64.U6 Ser. 4, vol. 16, no. ,.
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APPENDIX II

If instructions are written to subdivide before each period, after
each comma, and at each space, the first part of the number is
intelligible but the last half is unsatisfactory. For example:

(464

.u6

Ser

.4,

vol
.16,

no
.1

One solution is to have each call number subdivided
manually at the time of input by the insertion of delimiters at
each point of division. This is expensive in terms of manpower,
and libraries would not always find that the delimiters had been
inserted in the proper position for carrying out their own practice.

Another ...olution is to abandon the divided format and
print the call number in oneline, perhaps in the upper left-hand
corner. This would allow a card to be designed with a narrow
left-hand margin. This method is less attractive when the card
has an overprinted heading. In such a case, it might be necessary
to leave a larger margin at the top of the card to accommodate
both the call number md the overprinted heading.

A set of rules has been formulated by which a computer
program may be written to divide the LC call number. This method
is based on the idea that most LC call numbers break down into two
distinct parts--the class-book number portion and the volLine-date
portion. Punctuation marks and spaces have different meanings in
the two parts, e.g. the period in the first part is usually a
decimal point, while the period in the second usually indicates a
mark of abbreviation. The rules formulated below are designed to
recognize this fundamental difference. The basic rules apply to
the first part of the number while those in the exception relate
to the second part.

Basic Rules

1. No line is to exceed seven spaces.

2. Start.a new line before a period (.), after a
comma (,), or at a space.



Division ofceoer s (conti APPENDIX II

3. If there is a segment of more than 7 spaces
without a break as indicated above, start a
new line after a slash (/), after a hyphen
(-), before the second upper case alpha, or
aftlr the 7th character (in that order of
priority). If all seven characters are
alphas break at end of 6th alpha and add a
hyphen. Do not start more lines than neces-
sary to stay within the 7 character limit.

4. Exception: When any space occurs after the
second line the following exceptions apply:

a. All the rest of the number is to be
included on one line if there are
fewer than 7 characters.

b. If there are more than 7, start a new
line after a comma (,), at a space,
after a slash (/), after a period (.),
after a hyphen (-), or after the 7th
character (in that order of priority).
If all seven characters are alphas,
break at end of 6th alpha and add a
hyphen. Do not start more lines than
neceFsary to stay within the 7 charac-
ter limit.

NOTE: All punctuation marks are considered to
occupy one space and are included in the
counting. Each space is counted as a
space, but when division is made at a
space, the space is dropped in the
divided format. In the MARC II format
a delimiter is to be placed between the
LC classification number and the book
number. This delimiter is tc, be ignord
in applying the above rule.

To utilize this set of rulec, i-t will be necessary to
design a catalog card format with an eight column left-hand
margin. This will use up 144 characters or 16.3 percent of trp=,
card space.
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These rules were applied to the catalog card sample.
An intelligible call number was produced in each case. Examples
of some of the problem call numbers and how they would be sub-
divided follow:

1) JX1977.A2 ST/SOA/40

JX1977
.A2

ST/SOA/
40

2) UG633.A3763 no.62-5 1960

UG633
.A3763
no.62-5
1960

J85 1951. C9j 82d, 1st no. 17

J85
1951

.C9j

82d,1st
no.17

DT333.S34 47.Jahrg.,Heft Nr. 8

DT333

.S34

47.
Jahrg.,
Heft
Nr.8

5) Z3407.B no. 32, etc.

Z3407
.B

no.32,
etc.
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6) BX2264.M56 1565 Rosenwald Coll.

BX2264
.M56

1565
Rosenw-
ald
Coll.



DMCTORY UPDATI Nu APPENDIX III

Assume the directory has the following contents:

lag Length Starting Character Position

1 0100 0200

2 0100 0300

3 0100 0400

4 0100 0500

7 0100 0600

8 0100 0700

Method No. 1*

If an institution modifies a field so that its lengtli is

increased by n characters and the subsequent data fields in th

record are adjusted, the directory could be updated by adding an

increment of n to each starting character position following the

entry that was modified. (The same rule will follow if the length

is decreased by n characters. An increment of n would be sub-

tracted from each starting character position following the entry

that was modified.)

*This report references all character positions as sequentially

numbered from the first character in the record, i.e. all records

begin with character position 1. For machine processing, charac-

ter position 1 is considered to be the zero position in the record.

An increment is added to a base address, i.e. the starting charac-

ter address, and the result is the beginning address and starting

character position of the next data field, e.g, if a data field

begins with character position 1, i.e. the zero position, and is

is give characters in length, the next data field will begin in

character position 5, that is:

fi 1 fi I fi

0 1 2 3 4 5

Where fi = data field 1 and is five characters in length

f2 = data field 2
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If tag 3 were to be modified and its length changed
from 100 characters to 150 characters the result would be as
follows:

ag Length Starting Character Position

1 0100 0200
2 0100 0300
3 0150 0400
4 0100 0550
7 0100 0650
8 0100 0750

Method No. 2

If an institution modifies a field such that its length
is increased or decreased by n characters, wid the subsequent data
fields in the rer.ord are not adjusted, the directory could be
updated by adding or subtracting n characters from the entry modi-
fied, changing the starting character position of that entry only
to the first free character position in the modified record. The
result would be that the original data field would still be in
the record, the directory would reflect its modified length and
starting character position, and the data fields would not have
to be restructured to reflect the change.

If tag 3 were to be modified and its length changed
from 100 characters to 150 characters the result would be as
follows:

ag Length Starting Character Position

1 0100 0200
2 0100 0300
3 0150 0800

4 0100 0500
7 0100 0600
8 0100 0700
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RE kRRA \GEM FNT OF DATA FIELDR FOR LOCAL USE
APPENDIX Iv

An institution might find it convenient to rearrange

for local use the fields and, therefore, the starting character

positions in the directory. For example, it might be desirable

to cluster all names together in a record regardless of function.

A computer program could be written to adjust the directory using

the following techniques:

1. Build a translation table containing the tag order

of the data fields in the communications format (1)* and the tag

orde desired in the local institution.(4)

2. Each tag of the local format will have its associ-

ated length (5) as part of the translation table, i.e. the length

of each field of the exchange format (2) will be stored with the

associated tag in the local format.

3. Set a counter equal to the starting character posi-

tion of the variable field area in the exchange format.

4. Starting with the first tag of the communications

format, successively.compare
this tag with each tag in the local

format.

5. If the tags are not equal, increment the counter

(see step 3) with the corresponding length of the local format.

6. If the tags are equal, store the counter as the

starting character
position of that tag in the local directory.

7. Repeat this procedure, until the tags in the communi-

cations format have been exhausted.

Example:

Assume the desired arrangement of data fields in a

local institution is 9, 8, 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, and the arrangement in

the comnunications
format was 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9.

*Numbers apply to columns in the following example.
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il§2_1.22/114)

Communications Local

APPENDIX IV

(1) (2) (3)

Tags Length of Starting Charac-
Fields ter Position

1 100
2 080

3 110

4 060
7 090
8 070

9 050

0200
0300
0380

0490
0550
0640
0710

(4) (5) (6)

Tags Length of Starting Charac-
Fields ter Position

9 050 0320
8 070 0420
1 100 0500
2 080 0610

3 110 0670

4 060 0250
7 090 0200

1. Set counter equal to 200 (The starting character position of
the variable field area--column 3).

2. Compare first tag in column 1 with first tag in column 4.

3. a) 1 / 9 -- add length 1 from column 5 to counter;
counter=200+50=250

b) 1 / 8 -- add length 2 from column 5 to counter;
counter=250+70=320

c) 1 = 1 -- store counter as starting character position
of first tag in column 6.

4. Repeat steps 1 through 4 until the tags in column 1 are exhausted.

The rearranged directory would now appear as follows:

Tag Length Starting Character Position

1 100 0320
2 080 042o
3 110 0500

4 060 0610
7 090 0670
8 070 0250

9 050 0200
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LOGICAL AND PHYSICAL RECORDS APPENDIX V

The Library of Congress will follow the standards set
by the United States of America Standards Institute (USASI) for

the interchange of information on magnetic tape. Therefore, the

maximum length of a physical record* will be 2048 characters.
Since the maximum length of bibliographic data cannot be predeter-
mined, it must be assumed that in some instances the logical record
will exceed the maximum allowable length of a physical record.
When this situation occurs, the following conventions will be

implemented:

1. There will be one 1P,ader per logical record.

2. There will be one directory per logical record.

3. Each physical record will include data up to
the last possible character within the limit
of 2048 and the next physical record will be
a continuation of that data field that exceeded
the count 2048 in the prior physical record,
i.e. a data field may be split between physical
records.

The capability will exist to block logical records into
a physical record when the logical record is less than the maximum
number of characters (2048) of a physical record.

The decision to block logical records will be the option
of the producer of the information. The USASI standard provides
for either blocked or unblocked records. Each physical record
will have a four figure record count which will equal the actual
size of the logical record plus four in the case of unblocked
records or 2048 in the case of blocked records.

*Physical record--a unit of information separated by an inter-record
gap on magnetic tape. A logical record could be segmented into
several physical records because the length of the record is greater
than the maximum length of a physical record. A logical record
could also contain fewer characters than the maximum allowed for
in the physical record. In the communications format, the physical
record is S2048 characters.
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UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO EXPERIMENTAL SEARCH CODE APPENDIX VI

The search code is generated from certain.biblio-

graphical elements in an item record. It is designed so that

it can be easily generated by somone with a book, catalog card,

citation, or partial citation in hand so that a quick search of

the system files can be made for a particular item. At the

present time, this code will be generated before an item is

input and will be used for research and demonstration purposes.

Further study is needed to determine its uniqueness, how easily

users can generate it, what type of request problems it can

help solve, and whether a program can create it following input.

Each search code will contain a maximum of 16 alpha-

nuneric characters which are to be selected according to a

specified procedure. If there are cases where the choice of

characters is not clear, more than one code may be input at the

same time. This technique is used in preference to leaving

blanks, which are set to match anything else. In some cases,

however, blanks are unavoidable.

Author: six characters

1. Surname Entry:

a. Take the first four characters from the

surname in the order given, omitting

marks of punctuation.

b. Take the first character from the forename

and the first character from the middle

name, if any, omitting titles of address,

descriptions, and marks of punctuation.

Ward, Mrs. Humphrey = wardh$

Edison, Thomas A. = edista

Huxley, Aldaus, ed. = huxla

2. Forename Entry:

Take the first 6 characters from the forename

in the order given, omitting marks of punctua-

tion, titles of address, and descriptions.
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University of Chicago Experimental
Search Code (cont.) APPENDIX VI

Alexander the great = alexan

James, King of England = jamesS

3. Other Entries:

If the entry is corporate, uniform, or title,
insert six blanks in place of the six characters.

Title: six characters

All of these characters are to come from the title
statement even if it is also the main entry. Only
the first segment (usually up to the first mark of
punctuation) should be used in selecting these
characters.

If the first word in the title is an article, ignore
it. Then find the first word containing two consonants.
Take the first two consonants appearing in the word for
the search code. Repeat these steps with a second and
third word. If there are not three words with two
consonants, supply the balance of the six characters
needed with those characters immediately after the
last consonant used.

The Vicar of Wakefield Church = vcwkch

The Vicar of Wakefield

The Vicar of Wake

The Vicar of?

= vcwkef

= vcwkeS

= vcarof

In selecting characters from the title statement,
treat hyphenated words as two words.

Two-toned cadillac = twtncd

Treat numbers which have not been spelled as all
consonant words.
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Search Code (cont.)

Battle of 1066 = bt1066

Europe 1915-1945 = rp1919

The 9th symphony = 9tsymp

Treat a set of roman numerals as a regular word.

Charles II = charle

If bracketed segments are not a part of the title--

only an explanation--ignore them; if they are a part

of the title, include them.

96 [i.e. ninety-six] years ago = 96yrs$

The free t,:.nd] mighty = frndmg

Place of Publication: one character

Take the first character from the first city (or

place) of publication. If there is no place of

publication, leave a space.

New York, London = n

Garden City, N.Y. = g

The Hague = t

Date of Publication: three characters

Take the last three digits from the date of publication

(in preference to the copyright date); if there is no

publication, use any date (copyright, printing, reprint,

etc.)

If there is no date (indicated by n.d.) leave a space.

If there are two dates of publication use the latest.

1966 = 966
1966, c1965 = 966
cl966 = 966
1966, 1965 = 966
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UNIFORM TITLES APPENDIX VII

The Library of Congress has had a policy for many years

of choosing, where necessary for certain works, a "uniform title"

or "filing title," which is the partiaular title by which a work

that has appeared under varying titles is identified for catalog-

ing purposes. ("Conventional title" is the term formerly used

for the uniform title of a musical work.) When such a heading

was selected to bring together in the catalog all entries for a

given work, it may or may not have been printed on the LC catalog

card, depending on the following conditions:

1. In cases where the uniform title was the main

entry heading, it was of course printed on the

LC card.

2. In cases where the uniform title was not used

as main entry heading, it was omitted from the

printed card and was typed only on the cards

prepared for use in the LC card catalogs. It

was referred to as a "filing title" in internal

LC 'usage.

During the development of the MARC Pilot Project, the

decision was made to include the "conventional" or "filing title"

as a separate data element in the MARC tape record (Tag 15). The

primary intention was to provide a means for the Library's own

experimentation with MARC tapes. The participant libraries have

thus been receiving tape records containing these filing titles,

but the filing titles do not appear on the corresponding LC

printed card.

The new AA Rules, Chapter 4, provide for the choice of

uniform titles for a number of categories of works. The uniform

title can be applied either as a main entry heading or can be

interposed in bracketed form between the main entry and the

transcription of the title page title. The 'Idbrary is following

only a portion of Chapter 4, so far as what is printed on the

cards is concerned. The limitations are spelled aut on page 145

of the rules. In general, uniform titles printed on LC cards

will be largely confined to the following categories:

V*1.11101.41.0.41101.0.111."

Sacred scriptures
Creeds and confessions common to different religious

bodies
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Liturgical works
Anonymous works without titles
Early anonymous chronicles and literary works
Early collections entered under title
Early anourous compilations of ancient laws and

customs
Peace treaties and international conventions
Editions of laws
Editions of music
Recordings of music

In the few cases where the bracketed uniform title
appears on the LC printed card, it will appear in the communications

format with a 1210t2j tag and an indicator containing a 1. In

categories other than the above, where a uniform title is needed
for filing purposes in LC's catalogs, the Library will continue
its standing policy of omitting uniform titles from the printed
cards and will type them only on the cards used in LC card
catalogs. The communications format will include the uniform

title with a [21010 tag and an indicator containing a 0 (zero).



THE SEVENTH EDITION OF THE SUBJECT HEADINGS

LIST IN THE COMMUNICATIONS FORMAT

APPENDIX VIII

The seventh edition of Subject Headings Used in the

Dictionary Catalogs of the Library of Congress was printed by the

Government Printing Office, using a magnetic tape specifically

recorded for a printing application. The tape included characters

necessary to indicate for the photo-composition device, changes in

fonts, point sizes, grids, etc. In order to make the tapes more

useful to the library community, the Library of Congress, through

its Information Systems Office, is currently engaged in a project

with contractual support to reformat the subject heading tape and

remove most of the typographical symbols. In order to preserve

standardization in format for bibliographic data, the subject head-

ing tape is being recorded in the communications format. Since

this project is being performed at the same time as the MARC II

format report is being written, it was considered useful to use

the subject headings as an example of another type of data (i.e.

authority data) recorded in the same format as described in this

report. It should be noted that the subject headings project has

not been completed as yet and, therefore, minor changes could be

made to tags, symbols, etc.

SUBJECT HEADINGS LEADER CONTENTS TABLE

Element
Number Name of Leader Data Element

Number of
Characters

Character
Position
on Record

1. Record Length 5 1-5

2. Record Status 1 6

3. Legend
a. Legend Control 1 7

b. Type of Record 1 8

c. Edition Number 1 9

d. Unassigned (blank) 2 10-11

4. Indicator Count 1 12

Leader Element

1. Record Length

The record length has five characters, including itself

in the total count.
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Subject Headings (cont.)

2. Record Status

The status codes are as follows:

N = New record
C = Changed or corrected record
D = Deleted record
0 = Old record

APPENDIX VIII

The tapes for the seventh edition will have the letter 0

in the status code field.

3. Legend

a. Legend Control

This field will be blank.

b. Type of Record

The character "Y" will be used to indicate
authority record--subjects.

c. Edition Number

The character "7" will indicate that this record

is part of or an addition to the seventh edition

of the Library of Congress subject heading list.

d. Blanks

4. Indicator Count

This field will contain a 3.

RECORD DIRECTORY CONTENTS TABLE
Character

Element Number of Positions

Number Name of Record Directory Data Element Characters in Directory

1. Tag 3 1-3

2. Field Length 4 4-7

3. Starting Character Position 5 8-12

The above represents a typical record directory entry which

will be repeated for each variable data field in the record.
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VARIABLE FIELDS

lag

i010101 Control Number

The control number assigned to each subject heading
is a location number originally assigned by the Government

Printing Office to provide for correct sequencing of new
or corrected subject headings by LC staff members. This

number provides a means for sorting records on the master

file alphabetically, using the control number as a sorting

field and not the actual heading. The control number con-

sists of 12 characters As follows: 0000-000-000

010111 Fixed Field

Element Name of Fi7ed Field
Number Data Element

Number of Character Posi-
Characters tion in Field

1. Number of Entries in Record 3 1-3

Directory
2. Direct/Indirect Code 1 4

3, LC Classification Number 1 5

Indicator

4. Heading Level Code 1 6

5. Heading Descriptor Code 1 7

6. Unassigned Characters (Blanks) 5 8-12

Flysd Field Data Element

1. Number of Entries in the Directory

This field contains the number of entries in the directory.

2. Direct/Indirect Code

This one character fixed field is used to code the presence

of the words "direct" or "indirect" in association with the

subject headings. For further explanation of the use of these
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Subject Headings (cont.) APPENDIX VIII

terms refer to page v of the seventh edition of the Library of
Congress subject heading list. "(Direct)" and "(Indirect)"
will not be part of the data of the machine-readable record,
but the indicator will allow the words to be generated at the
time of printing. The codes are:

D = (Direct)

I = (Indirect)

0 = not present

3. LC Classtfication Number Indicator

This one-character numeric indicator shows the presence of
one or more LC classification numbers associated with the heading.
If a classification number is present, this field will contair a
1. Otherwise it will contain a 0 (zero).

4. Heading Level Code

This is a one-character numeric fixed field which contains
a code indicating the hierarchical level of the main heading or
subheading appearing in this particular record. This level
corresponds to the indentation of the heading in the printed
format of the text. The codes are:

1 = Main heading

2 = Sub-heading

3 = Sub-sub-heading

4 = Sub-sub-sub-heading

5 = Sub-sub-sub-sub-heading

Example: "Accounting" as a main heading is coded with a "1."
Its sub-heading, "Machine methods," is a first
level sub-heading and is coded "2."
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Subject Headings (cont.)

5. Heading Descriptor Code

APPENDIX VIII

This is a one-character code which describes certain
characteristics of the record heading (field 1014101 ).
The codes are:

H = A main subject heading or sub-heading which
is used in the Library of Congress catalogs.

S = A term which is not used in the Library of
Congress catalogs and which provides a "see"
cross reference to the subject term which
is used as a heading.

A = A special record which contains only asterisks
in the record heading (field 1014101 These

asterisks separate groups of sub-headings to
indicate the start of a new alphabet. (See
page 436 of the seventh edition of the Library
of Congress subject heading list.)

6. Space reserved for later use.

1.1.41 10 1 Higher Level Headings

If a record is other than a main heading, i.e. a
sub-heading, the previous heading levels up through the
main heading are carried in this field. Each heading
recorded on this field is separated by delimiters. For
example, if a record contains the heading "Juvenile
literature" which is a sub-heading for "Biography" which
in turn is a sub-heading for the main heading nAeronautics,"
i.e. Aeronautics--Biography--Juvenile literature, this
field would contain the data as follars:

3 0

01110 Aeronautics

LC Classification Numbers

iography

Records which have LC classification notation associa-
ted with the headings will have this information recorded
in this field. Each classification number will be separated
by delimiters which will replace the semi-colons found in
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APPENDIX VIII

the printed text. The parentheses surrounding this data

in the printed text will not be carried in the machine-

readable record.

Example:

Printed text: Abbeys (Indirect) (Architecture, NA4800-6113;

Church history, BX2501-2749; Local history/

D-F)

Machine text: Abbeys

Record Heading

Architecture, NA4800-6113$ Church

history, BX2501-2749$ Local history/

This field contains the heading of the record. It

may contain the heading level, i.e. main heading or sub-

heading. If a sub-heading, the heading will be preceded

by a delimiter wl-ich replaces the subheading dash in the

printed text:

Example:

Printed text: Aachen
-- Siege, 1944

Machine text:

Scope Note

$Siegel 1944

The scope note for a heading will be recorded in this

field exactly as found in the printed text.

SA References

All "sa" references are carried in this field separated

by delimiters.
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Subject Headings (cont.)

3 1 0

3 2 0

4 0 0

5 0

Example:

Printed text: Abbeys
sa Cathedrals

Convents and nunneries
Monasteries
Priories

Machine text:

X Tracings_

APPENDIX VIII

310101 Cathedrals$Convents and nunneries$
Monasteries$Priories

All "x" tracings are carried in this field separated
by delimiters.

Example: Abalones

1 0

XX Tracings

Ear-shells$Ormer$Sea-ears

All "xx" tracings are carried in this field separated
by delimiters.

Example: ACTH

2 0

See References

Adrenal cortex$Adrenal glands$Cortisone$
Hormones

All "see" references are carried in this field separated
by delimiters.

Example: Abandoned children

0 0 Child welfare$Foundlings$Orphans and
orphan-asylums.

0 "Example Under" or "Note Under" Notes

These notes will be recorded in this field exactly as
found in the printed text.
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6 1010 11.1311192.1.294tiongit

These references will be recorded in this field
exactly as found in the printed text.

Italics

In order to preserve all information on the GPO
machine-readable tape which produced the printed version
of the LC subject heading list, this field will be used
to denote where italic type faces have been used to
print the text. Items which are entirely and invariably
in italics, such as "(Direct)," "(Indirect)ln LC classi-
fication .ers, etc., are not noted by this field.
This field is a record directory entry only and does
not have text data associated with it. The record
directory entry shows the starting character position
in the record of a string of italic aharacters which
might appear anywhere in the text data and gives the
number of characters which follow in italics. This

field will be repeated as many times as necessary.

Example: Abattoirs
an Slaughtering and slaughter-houses

Ana glah1421§I2n Slaughter-houses

under names !It cities

If the first character of the word "and" in the example
above is at character position 256, the two record direc-
tory entries necessary to describe the presence of italic
characters would appear as follows:

E-1

700
j

0015

SI0
+5

0

00256

700 0021 00289

The first entry indicates that italics will start at
position 256 and continue for 15 characters; the second
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entry indicates that italics will start at position 289

and continue for 21 characters. The word See in the

example does not need a field 1710101 entry because it

is always in italics when used as above.

1970-1 Special Grid Sequence

Typesetting of the diacritical marks in the seventh

edition of the LC subject heading list necessitated a shift

to a special font grid. The shift sequence from one grid

to another was contained in the text data on the GPO tape.

The tape produced in the communications format has this

grid sequence and the diacritical marks stripped out of

the text data; however, to allow for conversion back to

the GPO format, this field will contain the grid sequence

necessary for producing the printed diacritical marks.

The indicator associated with each tag 9 8101 entry

in the record directory will contain a numeric code between

4 and 7 corresponding to the special font grid which con-

tains the needed diacritical mark. The data in field 9i8i0i

is structured as follows:

1. The first four characters will be numerics which

give the character position of the alphabetic character

requiring the diacritical.

2. The remainder of the data in this field consists

of the symbols specifying the grid sequence.

Example: tpinal, Battle of, 1870.

In the record heading field (field 040), this heading

would appear without the diacritical mark. If the above

heading is carried in character position 67 of the record,

the record directory entry and its data would appear as

follows:

Directory entry:

g
o

.0 H
4a 4a
bo r4

40 g V)

W 0

980 0012

- 1 43 -
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9 0 0

APPENDIX VIII

The indicator snows that the needed diacritical mark, the
acute accent, is to be found on grid 6. The length of
this directory entry is the nine characters of data plus
the indicator found in field 9 8191 , illustrated below.

The starting character position of the data in field

is, for example, 125. Field 980 would
ing indicator and data.

Indicator: )1W
Data: 006714=4

918101
contain the follow-

The first four digits of the data give the Jharacter position
of the letter "E" in the heading, and the next five charac-
ters are the grid sequence codes which place the acute
accent over the letter.

Capitalization of Text

Because it is assumed that the subject heading list
will be used more for internal machine processing rather
than for printing, all alphabetic characters in the data
fields will be carried in lower case.

The case shifts which capitalized the alphabetic
characters have been eliminated from the text data.
However, for printing purposes, it is assumed that the
first letter of each main heading and sub-heading will
be capitalized. The need for additional capitalization
will be shown in this field. The field data consists of
sets of four numeric characters which give the character
positions of letters which need to be capitalized in the
heading.

Example: A3J Vigilante (Bomber)

If the starting character position in the record
for this heading is 88, the record directory and its
data would appear as follows:

Directory entry:
Indicator: $SS
Data: 008900910102

E-1

+)

a)
1.4

990 0015

0

0
P-4

00134

- 1 44 _
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The length of the fieldis 12 characters and starts,

for example, at position 134. The data consists of

three sets of four numeric characters. The first

four give the position of the alpha character "J,"

the next four the position of the character "V,"

and the last four the position of the character "B."

Note: the "A" is assumed to be capitalized because

it is the first cLaracter of the heading.



USE OF LEGEND EXTENSION
APPENDIX IX

The Information Systems Office of the Library of Congress

has worked closely with the Division of Technical Information of the

U.S. Atomic Energy Commission and the COSATI Sub-Panel on Transfer

of Bibliographic Descriptions by Magnetic Tape during the design

phases of the MARC II format. In this design effort, an attempt

has been made to provide for the bibliographic needs of the scien-

tific comnunity. This community is engaged in controlling biblio-

graphic items that are published as parts of larger items, e.g.

articles in journals, chapters in books, and papers presented at

conferences. They are also interested in technical reports and

articles in translation.

In order to serve their needs, it is frequently necessary

to describe not only the item cataloged, but also all other biblio-

graphic items to which the item is related. For example, in order

to describe a journal article, it is also necessary to describe the

journal. One way to accomplish this is to provide a separate sub-

record for each bibliographic item described in the record. Each

subrecord would be equivalent to a bibliographic level. The legend

for a given record would indicate which levels were present (see

pages 40-44). A record with the legend OAAMS where 0=number of

additional legends, A=type of record, A=chapter, M=monograph, and

S=series, could contain separate cataloging information for each of

the three levels present. In addition, it might be desirable to

describe a second work and its relationship to the first work, e.g.

a work which is a translation of another work. The legend control

and variable field 002 described on page 40 provides for this flexi-

bility. The following table shows the values which can be found in

the legend control and their meanings.

Value Meaning

"Blank" Field 002 does not occur in

this bibliographic record

Zero (0) Field 002 does occur but con-
tains no additional legends

1-9
(Decimal
Numbers)

Number of legends in field 002

(a maximum of nine (9)

Example: Leader Legend = 1AAMS

Variable field 1010t2 legend = TAAMS
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In the above example the digit 1 would signify that one

additional legend follows in field 00121 The letter T expresses

the relationship of the two works processed, the first being a trans-

lation of the second. In both legends, the data elements recorded

in the machine-readable record describe type of record, a chapter,

a monograph, a series. In this example, the record includes six

bibliographic levels.

It should be noted, that even though the record includes

more than one bibliographic level with an attendant number of sub-

records, there will still be only one record directory. Under this

scheme, separate data elements will be recorded for each level, some

of which may have identical tags. That is, the tags for the titles

of the chapter, book and series could be the same but appear in

different locations in the record directory. To provide the ability

to access separate sub-records, there would also be included in

fieldi_010i21 a directory of the directory. The directory of the

directory, like the record directory, can be made up of 12 character

entries. Each entry will describe a level in the legend beginning

with the first level recorded in the leader area.

Each entry in the directory of the directory will be made

up of 4 subfields as follows:

2 4 8 9 12

Number of Starting charac- Length of data

Level directory ter position in in various fields

of the entries for directory for for this level in

Entry this level this level the directory

If there is only one legend in

in the leader area), variable field 002

of the directory.

the record (that which appears

will start with the directory

Using the example on page 149, variable field,

schematically represented as follows:
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T A AMS 0 2 0 0 2

3 4 7 8 9

2

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

10 11 12 13 14 15

1 0 0

26 27 28 29 30 31

16

3101
32

Where character position 1 = relationship (translation)

character positions 2-6 = Legend 2

character positions 7-18 = first entry in the D of D

character positions 19-30 = second entry in the D of D

At the Library of Congress, a catalog record contains no sub-

records. Items related to the item cataloged are described in fields

within the record, rather than in separate subrecords. As many as

three bibliographic levels may be described in the legend, but these

levels will not generate subrecords. Since no more than three levels

will be described, the legend in the leader will be the only one

present. The legend control will be set to blank. There will be no

variable field Oi Oi 2 ] .

Although most libraries do not use the concept of subrecords

at this time, the presence of this capability in the format may allow

for changes in types of cataloging procedure in the future. It may

also provide the necessary framework for the production of micro-

records containing the information in contents notes.



MARC I FORMAT

FIXED FIELD LOCATOR

APPENDIX X

Fixed Field
Character Positions on Tape

1. Block Length 1-4

2. Record Length 5-8

3. Library of Congress Catalog Card Number 9-19

4. Supplement Number
20

5. Type of Main Entry
21

6. Form of Work
22

7. Bibliography Indicator
23

8. Illustration Indicator 24

9. Map Indicator
25

10. Conference or Meeting Indicator 26

11. Juvenile Indicator 27

12. Language Indicator 28

13. Language 1
29-32

14. Language 2 33-36

15. Type of Publication Date 37

16. Date 1
38-41

17. Date 2 42-45

18. Place of Publication 46-49

19. PUblisher
50-53

Unassigned Field (Blanks) 54-58

20. Height of Volume 59-60

21. Types of Secondary Entries 61-68

22. Series Indicator
69

23. Local Use
71-103

24. Control Indicator 104

25. Length of Record
105-108



MARC I FORMAT (cont.)
APPENDIX X

DESCRIPTION OF FIXED FIELDS

Fixed Field

1. Block Length

2. Record Length

The first two fields contain information

necessary for tape operations on the

IBM 360 system. This information is

irrelevant to 1401 users.

Character Position on Tape

1-4

5-8

3. Library of Congress Catalog Card Number 9-19

If the LC Card Number has date and number

(66-1037) or a prefix with a date and number

(AC66-1037), the entire card number (prefix

and numerics) appears in the fixed field.

Whenever the LC Card Number includes a

suffix (66-1037/CD), the suffix does not

appear in the fixed field for the LC Card

Number but rather appears with Tag 94 in

the variable field. The suffix field has

a maximum character length of three. If

there is no suffix to the card number, no

Tag 94 will appear in the variable field.

Since less than 2 percent of the catalog

cards contain suffixes and the suffix does

not affect the uniqueness of the number,

the decision was made not to include to

suffix in the fixed field.

4. Supplement Number
20

Since supplements, indexes and other

dashed-on entries are carried as independent

records in the MARC Pilot Project, it was

necessary to provide a one-character numeric

fixed field to identify the supplement number.

This is required because the supplements will

have the same LC Card Number as the original

work. If the record does not represent a

supplement, this field is blank.
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Fixed Field Character Position on Tape

5. Type of Main Entry 21

A one-character alphabetic fixed field
identifies the type of main entry as
specified in the ALA Rules, as follows:

A = Personal Author
B = Government Body
0 = Society or Institution
D = Religious Society or Institution

E = Miscellaneous Corporate Bocly
F = Uniform
G = Title

6. Form of Work 22

A one-character alphabetic fixed field

identifies the form of the work. For the

MARC Pilot Project, only two forms are

identified.

M = Monograph.
S = Serial

7. Bibliography Indicator 23

If the work contains any kind of biblio-
graphical information or is itself a bibliog-

raphy, this fixed field contains an X.

Otherwise, the field is blank.

8. Illustration Indicator 24

If the work contains any type of illustra-

tions other than maps, this fixed field

contains an X. Otherwise, the field is

blank.

9. Map Indicator

If the work contains maps, this fixed field

contains an X. Otherwise, the field is blahk..
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Fixed Field Character Position on Tape

10. Conference or Meeting Indicator 26

If the work contains the proceedings
or the report of a conference, meeting
or symposium, this fixed field contains
an X. Otherwise, the field is blank.

11. Juvenile Indicator 27

If the work is for juveniles, as indica-
ted by the forms of the subject heading
and/or the classification number, this
field contains an X. All records in the
Annotated Card program also contain an X
in this field. Otherwise, the field is
blank.

Annotated Cards have the prefix AC in the
card number and have been designed by the
Library of Congress for a card catalog of
children's literature. All book publica-
tions for children (preschool to young
adult) and adult books that appear on
young adult and school reading lists are
included in the AC program. Reference
use and books about children's literature
are also included.

The bibliographic record for the AC card
is basically the same as the standard LC
card. The only differences are:

a. The card provides a short, clear
annotation that appears as a note.

b. Subject headings specially designed
for children replace the LC subject
headings.

c. An Abridged Dewey (Ninth edition)
Classification Number is provided.
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Fixed Field

d. An "E" for easy book and "Fic"
for fiction are provided in
place of the Dewey Number when
appropriate.

APPENDIX X

Character Position on Tape

12. Language Indicator 28

13. Language 1 29-32

14. Language 2 33-36

"...re alphabetic character that appears in

the language indicator describes the use
of languages in the work and determines
the content of the two language fields as
shown below. The codes used in the language
fields are either three or four alphabetic
characters. If thi.ee characters, the
language code is left justified with the
fourth character position in the field a
blank.

S = The work contains only one
language. The language is
given in the language 1 field
and the language 2 field is blank.

T = The work is a translation.
Language 1 contains the language
of publication, the language 2
field contains the language in
which the work was originally
written or Multilingual, as in
the case of anthologies.

M = The work contains more than one
language. The principal language
is given in the language 1 field.
If only two languages are used, the
second language is given in the
language 2 field. If more than 2
languages are used, multilingual
is given as the second language.
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Character Posi4on on Tape

D = The work is a dictionary of
more than one language. If

only 2 languages are used,
these are given in the language
fields. If more than 2 languages
are used, the principal language
appears in the language 1 field
and multilingual is given as the
second language.

G = The work is a grJum or reader
of the type used in language
courses. The native language
of the student is in the
language 1 field. The language
being studied is given in the
language 2 field.

15. Type of Publication Date

16. Date 1

17. Date 2

37

38-41

42-45

The contents of the two numeric date of
publication fields are determined by the
character that appears in the alphabetic
type of publication date field as follows:

S = The date of publication consists
of a known date or a probable date
that can be represented by .four
digits, e.g. 1966? The date is
given in the date 1 field. The

date 2 field contains the date of
copyright if it appears in the
imprint statement.

R = The work is a reproduction (such
as a reprint or facsimile.) The

publication date of the reproduc-
tion is given in the date 1 field
The date 2 field contains the date
of original publication.
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Fixed Field Character Position on Tape

N = The date of publication is
not known. Both date fields
are blank.

M = The date of publication con-
sists of a multiple date. The
initial date is given in the
date 1 field. If the terminal
date is known it is given in the
date 2 field, otherwise the date
2 field is set to the year 9999
to indicate an open ended situa-
tion.

Q = One or more of the digits in the
imprint date is missing. Such
dates are input as follows:

Ea Date 1 Date 2
18-- Q 1800 1899

189- Q 1890 1899

18. Place of Publication 46-49

A four-character alphabetic fixed field
gives the place of publication in a
four-character mnemonic code.

19. Publisher

A four-character alphabetic fixed field
contains a publisher code. This code may
be two, three, or four characters in length.
Should the code contain only two or three
characters, it is left justified within
the field and the remaining character posi-
tions in the field are blank.

*20. Height of Volume

A two-character numeric fixed field repre-
senting the height of the volume in centimeters.

50-53

59-60

*Note that between fixed fields 19-20 there is an unassigned field
of five characters. This is reserved for LC use and should not be
used for local data.
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Fixed Field

21. Types of Secondary Entries

APPENDIX X

Character Position on Tape

61-68

Each character in this fixed field
indicates a type of secondary entry
traced in the record. If the condition
is present, the position contains an X;
if not the position is blank. The fields
are set by the computer programs in the
processing of variable field information.
The first seven characters described in
the following list refer to secondary
entries that are not subject added entries

An X in this position indicates the
presence of the name of at least
one Personal Author.

An X in this position indicates the
presence of the name of at least
one Government Body.

61

6 2

An X in this position indicates the 63
presence of the name of at least
one Society or Institution.

An X in this position indicates the 64
presence of the name of at least one
Religious Society or Institution.

An X in this position indicates the 65
presence of the name of at least one
Miscellaneous Corporate Body.

An X in this position indicates the
presence of at least one Uniform
Heading.

An X in this position indicates the
presence of at least one Title
secondary entry.

66

6 7

An X in this position indicates the 68
presence of at least one Subject Heading.
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Fixed Field

22. Series Indicator

If the work is part of a series, this
fixed field contains a X. Otherwise

the field is blank. This indicator is

set by the computer programs any time
a series note is encountered in the

variable field processing.

23. Local Use

These character positions have been
set aside for the use of the partici-
pating libraries.

24. Control Indicator

This one-character alphabetic fixed
field is used to indicate the following:

N =
0 =
R =

(blank) =

This record
This record
This record
this week.
This record.
weeks old.

25. Length of Record

is new this week.
was new last week.
has been revised

is at least two

This four-character numeric fixed field
indicates the total number of characters
in the record beginning with the first
character of the LC Card Number and
ending with the last character of the
variable field.
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VARIABLE FIELD TAGS

APPENDIX X

Description Tag No.

1. Library of Congress Call Number 90
2. Dewey Decimal Classification Number 92
3. Main Entry 10
4. Conventional or Filing Title 15
5. Title Statement 20
6. Edition Statement 25
7. Imprint Statement 30
8. Collation Statement 40
9. Series Note (to be an added entry and to be 50

traced in exactly the same form as in
the Series Note)

10. Series Note (to be an added entry but not to 51

be traced in the form in the Series
Note/or not to be an added entry)

11. Notes 60
12. Subject Tracing 70
13. Personal Author Tracing 71
14. Corporate Author Tracing 72
15. Uniform Tracing 73
16. Title Tracing 74
17. Series Tracing 75
18. Copy Statement 80
19. National Bibliograp4y Number 83
20. Library of Congress Catalog Card Number 94
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DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLE FIELDS

In each variable field, the first three characters give the length

of the field. Characters 4-6 contain the identifying tag of the

field. At present the third character is used only in certain
variable fields; if not used, this character is a blank. The de-

scriptions of the variable fields indicate the use of a third charac-

ter where relevant.

The first two variable fields contain the Library of Congress Call

Number and the Dewey Decimal Classification NuMber in order to pro-
vide rapid access to the information these fields contain.

1. Library of Congress Call Number (Tag 90)

This field contains a complete Library of Congress call

number or a Library of Congress class number or it is

blank.

The presence of only a class number indicates that the
Library of Congress cataloged the publication but has
not added it to its collections and does not expect to

do so. On the standard Library of Congress printed card
such class numbers are enclosed within brackets. In the

MARC Pilot Project such class numbers are not enclosed
within brackets but instead the class number is followed
by the letters NLC, which stand for "Not in LC." Two

spaces separate the letters NLC from the class number.

The absence of a Library of Congress call number indicates
that the publication has been assigned to the Law Library

of the Library of Congress.

2. Dewey Decimal Classification Number (Tag 92)

This field contains the complete Dewey Decimal Classifi-

cation Number. Some Dewey Numbers are prefixed by a "j."
When such a number appears in the MARC Pilot Project, the
"j" follows the Dewey Number separated by two spaces and

is enclosed within parentheses. The "j" is used for
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juvenile titles and the numbers have been assigned
from the ninth abridged edition of the Decimal
Classification. Those cards in the Annotated Card
program may have an "E" for easy book and "Fic"
for fiction provided in place of the Dewey Number
when appropriate.

3. Main Entry (Tag 10)

A. The format of the main entry is as specified in
the ALA Rules subject to the following exceptions
for personal names:

(1) Titles, e.g. Sir, Lord, etc., follow the
forename rather than the surname.

Example: Scott, Walter, Sir, bart., 1771-1832.

(2) Date modifiers (b., d., fl., etc.) follow
rather than precede the date(s).

(3 ) No spaces between initials are left for
future additions.

B. For a title main entry, no Tag 10 data is present in
the record. The title statement (Tag 20) is used as
the main entry.

C. A special character, the pound sign (#), is used as
a delimiter in:

(1) Personal Name

Personal names fall into the following pattern:
Name, Title, Date, and Relator. The pound sign
is used as follows:

Name
Namel#Date#
Namel#Date#1 Relator
Namel#Title
Namel#Title, Date#
Namel#Title, Date#Relator
Namel#Title, Relator
Namel#Relator
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After a name, the delimiter follows the
punctuation. After a date, the delimiter
immediately follows the fourth character of
the date.

Example: Churchill, Winston Leonard Spencer,#
Sir, 1874#-1965.

Smith, John, 1859#, d.

In the above scheme the word title is used to
mean all titles designating rank, office or
nobility or words or phrases associated with
the name. The word relator means those phrases
which describe the relationship between an
author and a work, e.g. ed., tr., comp., etc.

(2) All other names and heading used as main entry.
A delimiter is inserted following the last
character that would normally appear in bold
face type on an LC printed card.

Example: U. S.#Library of Congress.
California Institute of Technology,#

Pasadena.

Note: Some of these delimiters are included in the
MARC record for purposes of experimenting at
the Library of Congress with computer type-
setting, sorting, searching, etc.

Conventional or Filing Title (Tag 15)

The contents of this field reflect filing procedures
currently in use at the Library of Congress.

5. Title Statement (Tag 20)

This field contains the title and all information up to
but not including the edition statement. A special
character delimiter, the pound sign (#), is used to
separate edition information from the remainder of the
statement.

6. Imprint Statement (Tag 30)

This field contains the imprint statement and the price
of the work if it has been cataloged under the National
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Program for Acquisition and Cataloging. A special

character delimiter, the pound sign (#), is used to

separate place, publisher, date and price. The

delimiter follows the punctuation mark after each
subfield when such a mark is present. The presence

of only two delimiters indicates the absence of a

publisher in the imprint statement.

Example: Place,#Publisher,#Date#
Place,#PUblisher,#Date#Price
Place,#Date#Price
Place,#Date#

In the above scheme, "Place" includes "n.p." and "Date"

includes "n.d." Thus: n.p.,# P.d. #

B. Collation Statement (Tag 40)

This field contains the collation statement.

9. Series Note (Tag 50)*

Each series that is to be traced in exactly the same form

as in the series note, is defined by Tag 50. Should the

series note consist of an author and a title, a special

character delimiter, the dollar sign ($) defines the end

of the author element and the beginning of the title

element. This allows the author to appear on one line

and the title on another for the overprinting of the

series added entry. Tag 50 may be repeated PS often as

necessary.

10. Series Note (Tag 51)*

Each series that is not to be traced in the same form as

in the series note or that is not to be traced at all is

defined by Tag 51. Tag 51 may be repeated as often as

necessary.

*The first series note to appear in the record, whether defined by Tag

50 or 51, is the one to be placed in parentheses following the colla-

tion statement. Fields tagged 50 or 51 may appear in any sequence,

i.e. 50, 51; 51, 50 or aRy combination for as many series notes as

appear in the record.
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11. Notes (Tag 60)

This field contains the information for a note. Each
note will be found as a separate variable field in the
record. Tag 60 may be repeated as often as necessary.

12. Subject Tracing (Tag 70)*

Each subject tracing is located in a variable field
defined by Tag 70. Personal names used for subject
tracings are formatted in the same manner as for main
entries (see page 164); however, no delimiters are used.
Tag 70 may be repeated as often as necessary.

13. Personal Author Tracing (Tag 71)*

Each personal author traPing (other than subject) is
located in a variable field defined by Tag 71. The format
and the use of delimiters for the tracing follow the same
rules that apply to personal author main entries (see page
164). Tag 71 may be repeated as often as necessary.

14. Corporate Author Tracing (Tag 72)*

Each corporate author tracing (other than subject) is
defined by Tag 72. The third character in the tag field
defines the 4 types of corporate authors as follows:

B = Government Boay
C = Society or Institution
D = Religious Society or Institution
E = Miscellaneous Corporate Boay

There are no pound signs (#) used as delimiters. Tag 72
may be repeated as often as necessary.

15. Uniform Tracing (Tag 73)*

Each uniform tracing is defined by Tag 73. There are no
paund signs (#) used as delimiters. Tag 73 may be repeated
as often as necessary.

*Should any of the tracings be a two-line tracing (such as an author/
title tracing), a special character delimiter, a dollar sign (1)
defines the end of the first element and beginning of the second for
for the overprinting of the added entry.



NARC I FOAMAT (cont.)

16. Title Tracing (Tag 74)

APPENDIX X

Each title tracing is defined by Tag 74. If the title
tracing is not the same as the full title or short title
in the title statement (Tag 20), it is given in full in
this field. If a full title or a short title is to be
used from the title statement (Tag 20) this field con-
tains only a "T." There are no pound signs (#) used as
delimiters. Tag 74 may be repeated as often as necessary.

17. Series Tracing (Tag 75)

Each series tracing is defined by Tag 75. The first
character of the data will be either "A" or "T." "A"

indicates a series tracing consisting of an author and
a title. "T" indicates a series tracing consisting of a
title only. Tag 75 may be repeated as often as necessary.

If the content of the series tracing has not been defined
by Tag 50 series note, this field contains either 75A or
75T and the content of the series tracing. Should the
content of the series tracing consist of an author/title,
a special character delimiter, the dollar sign ($) defines
the end of the author element and the beginning of the title
element. This allows the author to appear on one line and
the title on another for the overprinting of the series
added entry.

If the content of the series tracing has been defined by a
Tag 50 series note, this field contains either a 75A or a 75T.

18. Copy Statement (Tag 80)

This field contains information relevant to the Library of
Congress.

19. National Bibliography Number (Tag 83)

A national bibliography number is the item number of the
publication in the national bibliography. The third charac-
ter of this tag must be either a 1 or a 0 (zero) (blank is
invalid). A 0 (zero) indicates that the national bibliog-
raphy item number can be accommodated by 15 characters or
less. A one indicates that the national bibliography item
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number requires more than 15 characters. This usually
occurs when the national bibliography item numbers for
a multi-volume work are listed. Variable field 83 con-
tains the item number for the volume number first listed
on the input work sheet. The entire series of item num-
bers for the volumes listed on the input work sheet are
given as the first note tagged 60.

20. Library of Congress Catalog Card Number Suffix (Tag 94)

Refer to page 154, fixed field 3.

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 196 8 0 - 288419
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Supplement One

The MARC II Format

lienriette B. Avram, John F. Knapp, and Lucia J. Rather

Information Sydems Office

Since the MARC II Format went to press, the

Information Systems Office has continued to meet

with other agencies interested in a machine-readable

bibliographic format and with librarians who plan to

use MARC in their systems. In the interest of inter-

national standards, we have also negotiated with rep-

resentatives of the British National Bibliography

who will be using MARC in a pilot project this year.

The changes in the format described in this

supplement are based on the suggestions and criticisms

which we have received and on agreements reached in

our consultations with the British. Some of the

changes are designed to make the format more flexible

for use with all types of bibliographic materials,

while others are intended to simplify the structure

of the tagging and the fields.

Library of Congress Washington 1968



REVISED MARC II LEADER
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Element Name of Leader Number of Character Position
Number Data Element Characters in Record

1. Record Length 5 1-5
2. Record Status 1 6
3. Legend

a. Type of Record 1 7
b. Bibliographic Level 1 8
c. Blanks 2 9-10

4- Indicator Count 1 1 1

5. Blank 1 12
6. Base Address of Data 5 13-17
7. Blanks 3 18-20
8. Reserved Blanks (for USASI Z39 4 21-24

Committee Use)

- 2



MARC II LEADER

The Leader has been changed to occupy 24 character positions.

This change will allow for greater flexibility if it is determined that

additional information is needed in the leader area in the future.

Bibliographic Level. This field will be one character in length and will

carry a code describing the aspect of the work cataloged. The codes will

be as follows:

A - Analytical
M - Monographic
S - Serial
C - Collection

Base Address of Data. For the purpose of determining character positions,

a record will be divided into two parts. The first part (the control

area) will consist of the Leader and the Directory. Characters in the

control area will be numbered sequentially from the first character in

the record. The second part will contain the data and will include all

the variable fields including the control number. Characters in this

area will be numbered sequentially from the first character in the

control number field. In order to address a variable field from the

first character in the record, it will be necessary to add to its start-

ing character position in the record directory the number of characters

in the control portion of the record. For example:

If:

And:

Then:

Leader and Record Directory
Starting Character Position

Directory is 00385
Field 600 will begin at the

position in the record.

= 192 characters
for field 600 in the

577th character

The number of characters in the control portion of the record will be

placed in the legend in the 13th-17th character positions to serve as

a base address for the data fields. The number will be right justified

with zero fill.



REVISED LIST OF MARC II TAGS

COTROL FIELDS
O 0 1 Control Number
0 0 2 Sub-Record Directory
0 0 3 Reserved
0 0 4 Cataloging Source
O 0 8 Fixed Fields
O 0 9 Languages

CONTROL NUMBERS
O 1 0

O 1 1

O 1 5

0 1 6
0 2 0
O 2 1
0 2 5

0 2 6
O 3 5
0 3 6
0 3 9

LC Card Number
Linking LC Card Number
National Bibliography Number
Linking NBN
Standard Book Number
Linking SBN
Overseas Acquisitions Number

(PL480, LACAP, etc)
Linking OAN Number
Local System Number
Linking Local Number
Search Code

KNOWLEDGE NUMBERS
0 5 0
O 5 1
O 6 0
O 7 0
0 7 1
0 8 0
0 8 1
0 8 2
0 9 0

LC Call Number
Copy Statement
NLM Call Number
NAL Call Number
NAL Subject Category Number
UDC Number
BNB Classification Number
Dewey Decimal Classification No.
Local Call Number

MAIN ENTRY
1 0 0 Personal Name
1 1 0 Corporate Name
1 1 1 Conference or Meeting

1 3 0 Uniform Title Heading

SUPPLIED TITLES
2 4 0 Uniform Title
2 4 1 Romanized Title
2 4 2 Translated Title
2 4 3 Uniform Title (Collective works)

(Reserved for British MARC)

TITLE PARAGRAPH
2 4 5 Title
2 5 0 Edition Statement
2 6 0 Imprint

COLLATION
3 0 0 Collation
3 5 0 Bibliographic Price

3 6 0 Converted Price

4

SERIES NOTES
4 0 0 Personal Name-Title (Traced Same)

4 1 0 Corporate Name-Title (Traced Same)

4 1 1 Conference-Title (Traced Same)

4 4 0 Title (Traced Same)

4 9 0 Series Untraced or Traced
Differently

BIBLIOGRAPHIC NOTES
5 0 0 General Notes
5 0 1 "Bound with" Note
5 0 2 Dissertation Note
5 0 3 Bibliographic history Note
5 0 4 Bibliography Note
5 0 5 Contents Note (Formatted)
5 0 6 "Limited use" Note
5 2 0 Abstract

SUBJECT ADDED ENTRY

6 0 0 Personal Name

6 1 0 Corporate Name (excluding
political jurisdiction alone)

6 1 1 Conference or Meeting

6 3 0 Uniform Title Heading

LC Subject Headings
6 5 0 Topical
6 5 1 Geographic Names
6 5 2 Political Jurisdiction Alone or

with Subject Subdivisions

6 5 3 Proper Names Not Capable of
Authorship

6 5 4 Headings Modified for Children

Other Subject Headings
6 6 0 NLM Subject Headings (MESH)

6 7 0 NAL Subject Headings (Agricultural/

Biological Vocabulary)

6 9 0 Local Subject Heading Systems

OTHER ADDED ENTRIES

7 0 0 Personal Name
7 1 0 Corporate Name

7 1 1 Conference or Meeting
7 3 0 Uniform Title Heading

7 4 0 Title Traced Differently
7 5 3 Proper Name Not Capable of

Authorship

SERIES ADDED ENTRIES

8 0 0 Personal Name-Title
8 1 0 Corporate Name-Title
8 1 1 Conference or Meeting-Title

8 4 0 Title

9 0 0 BLOCK OF 100 NUMBERS FOR LOCAL
USE



DELIMITER CODES FOR THE MARC II FORMAT

In concept the MARC II format has been altered to make clear the

distinction between the function of tags and delimiters. The tag will iden-

tify a field which is made up of a data element or a set of data elements.

The delimiter will be combined with a code (a lower case alphabetic letter)

and appear along with the data to identify a particular data element in the

field. For example, tag 260 will identify the imprint field, and in this

field the following delimiter codes may appear to identify the constituent

data elements of imprint:

$a - Place
$b - Publisher
$c - Date

Imprint data could appear as follows with hypothetical record directory

entries and indicators:

Directory: 260004500208

Data: SaaWashington4bPublic Affairs Press,$c1965.

Directory: 260004900208
Data: SaaLondon4aNew York4bMacmillan4c1965$cc1964.

It should be noted that each field starts with two indicators and

is immediately followed by a delimiter code for the first data element.

This practice introduces a redundancy of identification particularly in

fields which have only a single data element, i.e., one can say that the

data element is identified by both the field tag and the delimiter code.

However, it does keep the concept of the two identifying devices (tags and

delimiter codes) in the format consistent throughout, and modules of pro-

gramming can be developed which process all data elements alike regardless

if they happen to be first, second, third, etc. in a field.

The delimiter codes for each field follow below. In order to

condense this presentation, this general principle will apply. In a

field in which only one data element has yet been defined (e.g., control

number), it will be assumed that the field will begin with the delimiter

code $a. The same data element may be repeated in a field as many times

as necessary by preceding it with a delimiter code, e.g., there may be a

need for more than one standard book number to be associated with a

single catalog record. The fields listed below can contain more than

one kind of defined data element.

0 0 9 Languages

$a - The group of three-character language codes needed to
describe the languages of the text or its translation.

- Summaries

Example: Directory: 009001800152
Data: $l$aENGFRE$bGERRUS



The work is in English and is a translation from French.

It also includes summaries in German and Russian.

Directory: 009001300152
Data: SWENGFRERUS

The work is a multi-lingual work in English, French, and

Russian.

1-

0 5 0 LC, NLM, and NAL Call Numbers

0 6 0
0 7 0 $a - Class Number

$b - Book Number

0 5 1 LC Copy Statement

1 0 0
4 0 0
6 0 0
7 0 0
8 0 0

010,

$a - Class Number
$b - Book Number
$c - Copy Information

Personal Name

$a - Name
$b - Numeration
$c - Titles and other words associated with the name

$d - Dates
$e - Relator
$k - Form Sub-heading
$t - Title (of book)

1 1 0Corporate Name
4 1 0
6 1 0 $a - Name

7 1 0 $b - Each subordinate unit in hierarchy

8 1 0 $k - Form Sub-heading
$t - Title (of book)

1 1 1 --Conference or Meeting

4 1 1

6 1 1 $a - Name

7 1 1 $b - Number

8 1 1 $c - Place
$d - Date
$e - Subordinate unit in Name

$k - Form Sub-heading
$t - Title (of book)

.111,



2 4 5 Title

$a - Short title from which added entry is generated

$b - Remainder of title

$c - Remainder of title page transcription

$d - (Reserved for British MARC)

$e - (Reserved for British MARC)

2 5 0 Edition Statement

$a - Edition
$b - Additional information after edition

2 6 0 Imprint

$a - Place
$b - Publisher
$c - Date

3 0 0 Collation

$a - Pagination
$b - Illustration Statement
$c - Size
$d - Thickness
$e - Binding (Reserved for British MARC)

4 4 0 Series Note

$a - Title
$v - Volume or number

(NOTE: $v is also used to designate volume in

fields 400, 410, and 411)

6 5 0 --Subject Entries

6 5 1

6 5 2 $a - Main Heading

6 5 3 $x - General Subdivisions

6 5 4 $y - Period Subdivision
$z - Place Subdivision
(NOTE: $x, $y, $z can also be used as subdivisions with

fields 600, 610, 611, and 630)

8 4 0 Series Traced Differently

$a - Title

$v - Volume or number
(NOTE: $v is also used to designate volume in fields
800, 810, and 811)

NOTE: $t is used in any field in which a title is a sub-heading.



Su'

0 0 2
0 0 3

0 1 0
0 1 1
o 1 2
O 3.3
0 1 4
0 1 9

0 2 0
0 3 0

050
5 1

0 6 la

o 7 o
0 7 1
0 8 0
O 9 o

1 0 0
1 o 8*
1 1 0
1 1 1
1 1 8*
1 2 0

1 2 8*
1 0

1 3 8*

VARIABLE FIELDS CONTNTS TABLE

Variable Field Data 41era.,1

66)

5 o 0
5 1 o
5 2 0
5 3 o
5 4 0

5 5 o
5 6 o

6 o 0,

LEGEND EXTENSION (p, 64)
LANGUAGES (p. 64)

CONTROL NUMBERS
LC CARD NUMBER (p. 65)
NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY NUMBER (p.
STANDARD BOOK NUMBER (p, 66)

PL 480 NUMBER (p. 70)
SEARCH CODE (p. 70)
LOCAL asmoi NUMBER (p. 71)

AINURSAMENBA
BNB CLASSIFICATION NUMBER (p. 71)

6

6

6

0

3.

1

8
0
1

DEWEY DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION 6 8

NUMBER (p. 71) 6 2 0

LC CALL NUMBER (p. 72)
COPY STATEMENT (p. 74) 6 2 8

ELM CALL NUMBER (P. 75) 6 3 o

NAL CALL NUMBER (P. 75) 6 3 8*

NAL SUBJECT CATEGORY NUMBER (p. 76) 6 5 0

UDC NUMBER (p, 77) 6 5 1

LOCAL CALL NUMBER (p. 77) 6 5 2

MUM= 6 5 3

PERSONAL NAME (p. 32 & 80)

TITLE (p. 32) 6 5 5

CORPORATE NAME (P. 34 & 80)
CONFERENCE OR MEETING (P. 34 & 80) 6 5 6

TITLE (1). 32; 6 5 7

CORPORATE NAME W/TH FORM
SUBHEADING (p, 36 & 80)

6

6

6 0
7 o

TITLE (p. 32)
UNIFORM T/TLE HEADING (p. 37 & 80) 6 9 0

TITLE (p, 32)

sum= TITLES
2 0 0 UNIFORM TITLE (p. 82)

2 1 0 ROMANIZED TITLE (1). 82)
2 2 0 TRANSLATED TITLE (p. 83)

23221-2ABAEUE
2 4 0 TITLE (p. 83)
2 5 0 EDITION STATEMENT (p. 85)

XMPR/NT
2 6 d PLACE (p. 86)

2 6 1 PUBLISHER (p. 86)

2 6 2 DAT2(s) (P. 86)

3 0 0 COLLATION (p. 89)

3 5 0 BIBLIOGRAPHIC PRICE (p. 89)

3 6 0 CONVERTED PRICE (p. 89)

WM NOTES
4 0 0 PERSONAL NAME (TRACED THE SAME)

(P. 32 & 90)
4 0 8 TITLE (p. 32)
4 1 0 CORPORATE NAME (TRACED THE SAME)

(p. 34 & 90)

4 1 1 COMMENCE (TRACED THE SAME)
(p. 34 & 90)

4 1 8 TITLE (P. 32)
4 4 0 T/TLE (TRACED THE SAMS) (p. 92)

4 9 0 SERIES UNTRACED OR TRACED DIFFERENTLY

(P. 92)

Variable 1.410-ttaillata
npuognytac yom
MUMMY NOTE (P. 94)
DISSERTATION NOTE (p. 94)

CONTENTS NOTE (FORMATTED) (P. 94)---'

"BOUND W/TH" NOTE (p. 94)
"LIM/TED USX" NOTE (p. 94)

GENERAL NOTES (ALL OTHERS) (I).

ABSTRACT (p. 94)

et:

ERAMARESPARTEE
PERSONAL NAME (P. 32 & 95)

94)

TITLE (p. 32 k 95)
,CORPORATS NAME (p. 34 & 96)

CONFERENCE OR MEETING (P. 34 & 96)

TITLE (P. 32 & 96)
COkPORATE NAME WITH FORM SUB-

HEADING (p. 36 & 96)
TITUS (p. 32 & 96)

UN/FORM TITLE HEADING (p. 37 &
TITLE (p. 32 & 96)

TOPICAL (p. 97)
GEOGRAPHIC NAMES (P. 97)
POLITICAL JURISDICTION ALONE OR

WITH SUBJECT SUBDIVISIONS (P. 97)
PROPER NAMES NOT CAPABLE OF

AUTHORSHIP (p. 97)
GENERAL SUBDIVISIONS (OTHER THAN

PERIOD AND PLACE (p. 98)
PERIOD SUBDIVISION (p. 98)
PLACE SUBDIVISION (p. 98)
NLM SUBJECT HEADINGS (MESH) (P. 98)

NAL AGRICULTURAL/BIOLOGICAL
VOCABULARY (p. 99)

LOCAL SUBJECT HEADING SYSTEMS (p. 99)

96)

OTHER ADDED ENTRIES
7 o 0 PERSONAL NAME (p. 32 & 100)

7 o 8 TITLE (p. 32)

7 1 o CORPORATE NAME (p. 34 & 100)

7 1 1 CONFERENCE OR MEETING (p. 34 & 100)

7 1 8 TITLE (p. 32)

7 2 0 CORPORATE NAME WITH FORM SUBHEADING
(p. 36 & 100)

7 2 8 TITLE (p. 32)
7 3 0 UNIPORM T/TLE HEADING (p. 37 & loo)

7 3 8* TITLE (p. 32)
7 4 0 TITLE TRACED DIFFERENTLY (p. 100)

7 5 3 PROPER NAMES NOT CAPABLE OF
AUTHORSH/P (p. 100)

SERIES ADM ENXENla
PERSONAL NAME (P. 32 & 104)8 0 0

8 0 8 TITLE (P. 32)
8 1 0 CORPORATE NAME (p. 34 & 104)

8 1 1 CONPERENCE OR MEETING (P. 34 & 104)
8 8 T/TLE (p. 32)
8 4 o T/TLE (p. 105)
9 0 0 BLOCK OP 100 NUMBERS FOR LOCAL USE

*Rare but occasionally found in
old cataloging


